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INTRODUCTION 

In 2003, the Public Charter School Law was enacted in Maryland to establish the Charter 
School Program.  The general purpose of the charter school program, as defined by law, “is to 
create alternative means within the existing public school system in order to provide 
innovative learning opportunities and creative educational approaches to improve the 
education of students” (Maryland Public Charter School Act, 2003). Subsequently (2010), the 
Maryland State Board of Education developed policy for the Charter School Program that 
clearly defines the obligations of charter schools and their authorizers.  

Since the enactment of the Maryland Charter School Law, there has been an annual expansion 
in the number of charter schools across the State.  Charter Schools have brought many 
opportunities for innovation, school reform and, most importantly, have provided more school 
choice for Maryland families.   

Key Principles of Innovation and Accountability 

Historically, there are two key principles that guide charter schools.  The first is that they are 
provided an opportunity to operate autonomously in exchange for school innovation, and 
second, that they are held accountable for student achievement and school performance as a 
condition of their charter.   

Innovation in education has been defined as a new approach that brings an improved result. 
The innovations can be small or large, mostly recognizable, or entirely new and different 
(Smith, 2009). Pincus (1974) elaborated that innovations in education should be thought of as 
technologies that improve educational outcomes, improve working relationships or processes 
within schools, or reduce the costs of education without significantly reducing the quality of 
desired outcomes or processes. Some of the major areas in which charter schools have 
implemented educational innovations are: teaching and learning, school organization, 
governance and management, and parent and community engagement (Arsen, Plank, & Sykes, 
1999; Smith & Wohlstetter, 2009). 

In return for autonomy, charter schools are held accountable for: 

• Meeting or exceeding state and district academic achievement targets 

• Success in meeting the performance goals set in the contract 

• Responsible use of public funds 

• Compliance with all applicable laws and regulations not waived for charter schools.  
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U.S. Department of Education’s Definition of High-quality Charter School 

The U.S. Department of Education defines a high-quality charter school as: (1) showing 
evidence of strong academic results, based on indicators; and (2) has no significant issues in 
the areas of student safety, financial management, or statutory or regulatory compliance.  The 
full federal definition is included in Appendix B. For more information on the various 
provisions of the federal charter school program authorizing statute (Title V, Part B of the 
Elementary Secondary Education Act (ESEA), refer to the U.S. Department of Education’s 
charter school program non-regulatory guidance handbook. 

Maryland Charter School Quality Standards 

To strengthen the quality of charter schools in Maryland, the Office of School Innovations of 
the Maryland State Department of Education (MSDE) identified quality charter school 
indicators, standards, critical success factors (CSF), and performance measures. Indicators are 
a general dimension of school quality or achievement. The identified five indicators address:  

 (A) Culture of continuous improvement;  

 (B)  Innovative practices;  

 (C) Student learning and achievement;  

 (D) School and community engagement; and  

 (E) Governance, leadership, and organizational structures. 

Each indicator includes a standard. The standard is a quality benchmark that is established as 
a model or an example of a high quality charter school. Connections with the Charter School 
Quality Standards are made throughout the document and indicated by a [QS and CSF#]. The 
bracket will indicate the indicator and the critical success factor that the charter school 
developer should refer to in preparation of the application. The summary of the Quality 
Standards are included in Appendix K.  

MSDE has prepared accompanying Implementation Guides with a review of the research and 
literature, references, and resources for each of the five Indicators. Each implementation guide 
has several purposes: (1) describes Maryland’s quality charter school standards for charter 
school authorizers, operators, and stakeholders; (2) helps map out charter school 
improvement, growth, and development; (3) serves as a resource for the charter school stake-
holders community on the latest literature and research on charter schools.  The ultimate goal 
is that charter schools in Maryland will take ownership of the standards and use the standards 
to define quality for their school. 
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It is strongly encouraged that potential applicants review the Maryland Charter School Quality 
Standards Implementation Guides using a reflective process. MSDE has also produced a guide 
in which team members can review - Facilitation Guide for Discussion of Maryland Charter 
School Quality Standards Implementation Guides for Indicators A through E. The purpose of 
the facilitation guide is to assist discussion groups of charter school stakeholders in reviewing 
and developing a common understanding of the Maryland Public Charter School Quality 
Indicators and Standards as described in the Maryland Charter School Quality Standards 
Implementation Guides. 

For further information and resources, access the Maryland State Department of Education,  
Office of School Innovations web site at 
http://www.marylandpublicschools.org/MSDE/programs/charter_schools/ 
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Maryland Charter School Model Application 

Maryland’s Charter School Model Application provides guidance to Charter School 
Authorizers in developing a transparent and concise application process for charter school 
developers.  This model process was a collaborative effort by the local school systems’ charter 
school liaisons representing Maryland authorizers to ensure that a quality process is adopted 
by all authorizers.     

This document is intended to communicate the minimum standard for producing a 
comprehensive, high quality, and complete charter school application.   

Authorizers are encouraged to build upon this format as a template and ensure that it 
corresponds closely with local charter school policies.  For example, individual school 
districts may choose to weight certain items in the application differently, may have additional 
requirements, or may have adopted an entirely different format.  The model application 
process aligns closely with the Maryland Charter School Law adopted in 2003 and the State 
Charter School Policy of 2010.   

The application process incorporates three phases: 1) prior to application; 2) the application 
components, and 3) the application review and evaluation.  The primary application 
components include: A) Education Plan; B) Organizational Plan, and C) Business Plan.  Each 
section includes background information for consideration, and application description.  The 
application requirements checklist on page 9 may be used by both the applicant and the 
authorizer to monitor the completeness of the application.  The Evaluation Criteria provides 
the authorizer with means of determining the quality of the application sections.  The 
Evaluation Criteria may also be used by the applicant to target the development of a high 
quality charter school application.  

Although the format for the standard application is compartmentalized into the different 
application components, it is important to remember that each of the components relates to 
one another.  The completed application should present a clear picture of what the school will 
look like, feel like and what the school will accomplish.  The vision and mission should be 
evident throughout the application and all program elements and resource allocations should 
be in alignment with the proposed budget and school program.  Key to a successful 
application is that the process provides transparent communication that outlines clear 
expectations and provides the guidance to provide a comprehensive package. 

As a charter school authorizer, the         (Insert School System) _______   invites proposals to 
start charter schools that are likely to achieve strong educational outcomes.  Charter Schools 
are expected to provide families with educational options of many different shapes and sizes 
but with one thing in common: quality education. 
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This application packet will guide you through the steps of developing a charter school 
proposal. Each section requests information about a specific aspect of your plan and presents 
the evaluation criteria that reviewers will use to determine whether the section meets the 
standard for approval.  Experience has shown that successful charter schools tend to have a 
number of common characteristics: 

• A clear, focused, results-oriented mission statement that aligns all parts of the 
proposal and is furthered by specific, strategic and measurable goals and objectives; 

• Demonstrated understanding of the population that the school is likely to serve; 

• An educational program with research based components that have proven to be 
effective for the target population to be served; 

• Strong and diverse leadership and governance; and 

• Strong financial planning and management. 

Charter schools are secular, tuition-free public schools that operate as independent nonprofit 
organizations. They offer new public education options to children, families, teachers and 
school leaders. Our state’s charter school legislation offers students, families and educators 
more choices in public education. It allows charter schools flexibility in how they operate in 
exchange for establishing higher expectations for educating students well. 

We look forward to receiving well-developed applications from capable charter school 
developers who are committed to educating their students well and improving the lives of 
children and families in our community.  Thank you for your interest in creating a charter 
school in Maryland. 

Please refer to Appendix A for an Introduction to the Chartering Process. 

If you have any questions regarding this application or the evaluation process, please 
contact:    

                                                 __________________________________  
Insert Authorizer’s name and address 
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Application Process, Components and Guidelines 

Please read the application carefully 

Application Process 

The application process consists of the following phases: 1) Prior to the Application; 2) the 
application components, and 3) the application review and evaluation. 

Phase I: Prior to Application 

� Letter of Intent 

Each applicant must submit a Letter of Intent identifying pertinent information about the proposed 
charter school, including but not limited to the location, projected grades served, enrollment, and 
identification of the founding group.  The exhibits include a template that may not be altered except to 
insert the required information unique to each applicant.  By completing the template, the applicant 
acknowledges and accepts the requirements and expectations therein. 

� Executive Summary as the prospectus  

Phase II: The Application Components 

� Cover Sheet 

The Cover Sheet provides a summary of key information related to the proposed school, 
including geographic location, enrollment projections, and applicant contact information.  

� Executive Summary 

The Executive Summary serves as a prospectus to provide the authorizer with basic and 
key information regarding your school design.  It also serves as an introduction to your 
overall charter school application. 

� The Narrative (Sections A through C) 

The three sections of the Narrative are the Education Plan, Organizational Plan, and 
Business Plan. Within each section, there are specific response categories (e.g., 
Curriculum and Instruction under the Education Plan or Budget under the Business Plan). 
Each response category includes the following: 

• Applicant Instructions that inform you what you are expected to present. 

• Statutory Reference(s) that document the legal authority for the request. (Maryland 
Charter School law, Title 9. Maryland Charter School Program, Section 9-104). 

• Applicable Maryland Charter School Quality Standards and Critical Success Factors. 
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� Evaluation Criteria and Required Exhibits  

This section contains the evaluation criteria by which reviewers will evaluate your 
response and the required exhibits (if applicable) listing attachments that you are required 
to provide as part of the response.  

Application Format Requirements   

The Application should adhere to the following format: 

• Hard copy on white, 8.5” x 11” paper 
• One-inch margins on all sides 
• Minimum 11-point font 
• Paragraph formatting may not be more compact than standard single space 
• Spiral-bound (3-ring binders are also acceptable; no paper clips or folders, please) 

There is no minimum length for an application.  

There are, however, strict limits on the maximum number of pages:   Narrative: 
maximum of 50 pages, Attachments: maximum of 50 pages.  There is ample 
opportunity to develop a high quality application within these boundaries. 

Application Deadline and Submission Requirements   

The application package should include the following- 

• One clearly labeled, unbound original copy 

• Six spiral-bound copies 

o An electronic version of the application (MS Word or compatible format) on either 
a CD or USB compatible flash drive (only attachments easily transferable to disk 
need to be included electronically) 

The full Application must be received by our office no later than 4 p.m. on the date of the 
deadline. Please mail or hand deliver the application package to:   
______________________________. 
 
A copy of the full application should also be submitted to the MSDE’s Office of School 
Innovations located at 200 W. Baltimore Street, 4th Floor, Baltimore, MD 21201 
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Phase III: The Application Review and Evaluation 

Review for Requirements:  

The application is reviewed upon receipt to ensure that it meets requirements.  If the 
application does not meet requirements, the applicant will be notified that they are not 
qualified to enter the next stage of this process.  Due to the time bound nature of the process, 
the authorizer will not extend an opportunity for the applicant to address deficiencies at any 
stage of the process once the application cycle has officially begun.  It is therefore important 
that you carefully cross check your application against the guidelines in the document before 
it is delivered to the Authorizer. 

Application Evaluation:  

The Full Application will be reviewed by the Authorizer’s Evaluation Committee using the 
Application Evaluation Criteria which summarizes the evaluation criteria for each of the 
application sections. Applicants will be notified no later than (number) weeks after submission if 
the Application has been accepted.                                            
 

Capacity Interview:  

Applicants may be invited along with their founding group and/or proposed board of trustees 
to participate in the final phase of the application process.  The primary purpose of the 
interview is to assess the capacity of the board to effectively oversee the school’s academic 
program, organizational viability, and finances.  The interview is designed to determine the 
founding group’s understanding of academic and operational accountability as well as the 
demographics and other characteristics of the district where the proposed school will be 
located.  In addition, the interview will provide opportunities to address questions generated 
by reviewers during the application review process, provide further verbal clarification, or 
elaborate on responses within the written application.  The Capacity Interviews are scheduled 
(insert date). 
 
Application Notification: Applicants will be notified no later than _____ (number)  weeks after 
submission if the Application has been accepted.  
 
Phase IV: Issuing the Charter 

• Letter of Charter Approval 
• Performance Contract (refer to the Maryland Charter School Model Performance 

Contract) 
• Pre-Opening Plan - Final Approvals 
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Application Requirements Checklist 
 

All applicants are required to complete and submit a full Application (six spiral-bound hard 
copies, one unbound hard copy, and an electronic copy (MS Word or compatible format) on a 
CD or flash drive) detailing the proposed charter school’s educational, organizational and 
business plans.  The minimum requirements for submission of a complete Application 
package are as follows: 

 Letter of Intent 

 Cover Sheet 

 Executive Summary   

 Table of Contents 

 Narrative   (3 Main Components: Education Plan, Organizational Plan,  and  
Business Plan) 
 

 Required Application Exhibits:  

 Non-Profit Documentation: 

• Articles of Incorporation 

• Maryland Certificate of Good Standing from Maryland Department of 
Assessments and Taxation 

• Copy of IRS Form  

• Proposed Charter School Board of Directors form, resume, and 
questionnaire responses (the questionnaire that must be completed by each 
prospective board member) 

• Governing board assurances 

• By-laws 

• Schedule for Meetings 

• If applicable, Education Management Organization Documents 

 Description of the proposed contract,  

 Draft of the proposed management contract; 

 Recent corporate annual report and audited financial statements, 
and Maryland Certificate of Good Standing; 
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 Description of the firm’s roles and responsibilities for the 
financial management of the proposed charter school, including 
descriptions of the accounting software to be used, the 
procedures for financial reporting to the Board of Directors, and 
the internal controls that will be in place for the proposed 
charter school; 

 Names, addresses, and telephone numbers of other schools 
managed by the Education Management Organization (EMO)/ 
Community-Based Organization (CBO)/ Charter Management 
Organization (CMO)(refer to appendix for definitions)  as well 
as descriptive information on the grades served, numbers of 
students, years of operation, and student performance data; and 

 A summary of the company’s history, including a description of 
how it implements the program, past results of its management 
efforts, the company philosophy, and the background on 
corporate leaders. 

• Organizational Chart 

• Position descriptions for key leadership positions 

• Proof of application to or letter from Internal Revenue Service 

• Education Service Provider background information (if applicable), with 
ESP financial records, Maryland Certificate of Good Standing, and copy of 
service agreement 

• Decision-making matrix 

• Communications with stakeholders (board meeting, school progress) 

• Hiring recommendations for principal and staff 

• Dispute resolution 

• Procurement policy 

• Student grading and promotion 

• Student application 

• Budget for the charter term 

• Opening Cash flow analysis for first fiscal year of operation 

For more information on application submission, please refer to the Application Process, 
Components and Guidelines section of this document (pps. 6-7).  For further information and 
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resources, access the Maryland State Department of Education, Office of School Innovations 
web site : http://www.marylandpublicschools.org/MSDE/programs/charter_schools/ 

http://www.marylandpublicschools.org/MSDE/programs/charter_schools/�
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Letter of Intent to Apply 

All applicants seeking to establish an authorized charter school must submit a Letter of Intent, 
not to exceed 5 pages in length, by the due date specified.   

Potential applicants who do not submit a complete Letter of Intent by the deadline will not be 
permitted to submit a Full Application during the applicable Request for Proposal (RFP) 
round.   

The Letter of Intent must include the following information: 

I. Applicant Information 

a. Contact Information: Applicant(s) information, including mailing address, phone 
number, and email address, and information establishing that the applicant(s) is a 
parent, teacher, school administrator or community resident. 

b. Media contact: Please provide a phone number and/or email address to which public 
inquiries about the proposed charter school may be addressed. 

c. Applicant Founding Group: The names of each member of the applicant founding 
group, including all applicants, along with a very brief description of relevant 
experience and skills.  Please identify the current or prospective role that each member 
has or will hold in relation to the proposed charter school.  

d. Board of Directors: The names of proposed members of the school’s initial board of 
directors, which must include a minimum of five members, along with a very brief 
description of relevant experience and skills if not provided above. 

e. Application History: If you or another member of the current or a previous founding 
group has ever applied to this or another charter entity to open this proposed school or 
another charter school, please indicate the date the application(s) was/were submitted 
and to which charter entity, and briefly describe the outcome of the charter entity’s 
decision. 

Note: The submitted Letter of Intent (and all other charter school application material) will 
become public record once this information has been submitted to the school system. Personal 
contact information will be redacted from the document, but all other information will become 
public. 
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Charter School Application Cover Sheet 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Enrollment Projections (*if applicable) 
 
SCHOOL YEARS: GRADE LEVELS ENROLLMENT PER GRADE LEVELS 
Yr. 1- 20….. 
 

  

Yr. 2 
 

  

Yr. 3 
 

  

Yr. 4* 
 

  

Yr. 5* 
 

  

  TOTAL SCHOOL ENROLLMENT = 
 

 

Name of Proposed Charter School: 
 
 Name of non-profit 501(c) (3) organization that will hold the charter: 
 
 
Primary Contact Person:  (charter school operator or founding board president) 
 

Mailing Address: 
 
Telephone (primary):                                                                      Telephone (secondary): 
 

Education Service Provider or Partner Organization (if applicable): 

Physical Address of School (if known): 
 
Projected Opening Date (school year: e.g. fall of 20 - -): 
 

Proposed Charter Term (no fewer than 3 and no more than 5 years):  
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Charter School Application Cover Sheet (continued) 

School Description:   Provide a brief description (a shorten version of your executive summary) of the 
proposed charter school that includes: the name, the mission, grades served and other information you would like 
to include in a brief communication of this type. Your description will be used by the authorizer to provide 
information to the public about the approved charter schools. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Application Certification 

I certify that I have the authority to submit this application and that all information contained herein is complete 
and accurate. I recognize that any misrepresentation could result in disqualification from the application process 
or revocations after award. The person named as the contact person for the application is so authorized to serve 
as the primary contact for this application on behalf of the organization. 

Printed Name ___________________________________________________ 

Signature: 
_____________________________________________________________Date___________________ 
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Executive Summary 

The executive summary serves as a concise explanation of the proposed charter school and 
identifies who is submitting the charter application.  This summary should accompany a letter of 
intent to submit and serves as a prospective and should also be included in the application package 
to serve as an introduction. 

This section should be two to three pages long and should include: 

• Vision and mission statements including a brief explanation of how they were created. 
 The vision and mission statements describe the purpose for the charter school with a focus on outputs 

(performance measures) rather than inputs (resources). 
 The vision and mission statements are the driving force and rationale behind all other components of the 

application.  It’s obvious that the school’s goals, educational program, operations, etc., align with and 
support the fulfillment of the vision and mission statements. 

 The vision and mission statements express the ideal, long-term impact, scope and scale of the school.  The 
vision articulates what the school hopes to be.  The mission statement explains how the school will reach 
that goal.   

• Student body to be served, such as key demographic data, targeted geographical area, etc. 
 A complete explanation of the student population the school intends to serve  

• Size of the school when it reaches full enrollment capacity, including the number of classes 
per grade level and the number of students per class. 
 Criteria used to determine number and grade levels to be, how this links with the educational philosophy 

and the mission and vision of the school.  

• Evidence of a community need for a school of this nature. 
 Information on community members and leaders who publicly support the proposed school and their  
       role in the development of the school and application, if the proposed school is not being developed by  
       parents. 
 Include letters of support from community leaders, business people or elected officials.  These letters    
      should  state why the individual believes a new charter school would best serve the community.   
 Explain the applicant team’s ties to and knowledge of the community.  If the applicant has established         
       any   partnerships or networking relationships, describe them and any resources or agreements that are  
       planned. 
 

• A short explanation of the key programmatic features the school will implement in order to 
accomplish its’ vision and mission. 
 Description of educational philosophy and how this will be linked to school design 

• Any other unique features, such as: a non-traditional school year, longer school day, key 
partner organizations, multiple campuses, school culture, etc. 

• How the proposed school will be more effective than the schools currently serving the 
targeted student population. 
 Improve student achievement by increasing learning opportunities for all students, and requiring the 

continuous measurement of learning outcomes, with a special emphasis on low-performing students.  
 Encourage the use of innovative learning methods.    
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A.  Education Plan 

The Education Plan should define what students will achieve; how they will achieve it; and 
how the school will evaluate performance. It should provide a clear picture of what a student 
who attends the school will experience with respect to educational climate, structure, 
assessment and outcomes. The Education Plan should address the following: (A.1) 
Educational school design; (A.2) curriculum and instruction; (A.3) assessments, (A.4) school-
specific goals and objectives/comprehensive performance measures, (A.5) family 
involvement, (A.6) target population, (A.7) special student populations, (A.8) school climate 
and discipline, (A.9) student health and safety, (A.10) school calendar and daily schedule, and 
(A.11) waivers needed to implement the educational program.  

Section A.1:   Educational School Design  

Background Information for Consideration: 

The educational design is made up of those elements in the proposed school that will be 
implemented to create programs, systems and processes to ensure that the school’s mission 
and vision are accomplished successfully.  Elements of a school design must address:  
alignment of goals and objectives to the school [QS A.1, C.1., C.2]; school size; special 
programs that will be offered [QS C.5, D.6]; how professional development will be designed 
[QS A.3, A.4, B.3, C.3]; instructional frameworks [QS C.6, C.7, C.9, C.10]; the use and 
infusion of technology[QS B.2]; the use of partnerships [QS D.3];  performance, promotion, 
and graduation standards [QS E.14]; and how resources (time, space and human capital) will 
be allocated. 

Application Description 

• Describe the proposed charter school’s educational design, including all components 
identified under Background Information for Consideration under this section: 
alignment of goals and objectives to the school; school size; special programs that will 
be offered; how professional development will be designed; instructional frameworks; 
the use and infusion of technology; the use of partnerships;  performance, promotion, 
and graduation standards; and how resources (time, space and human capital) will be 
allocated. 

• Describe why the proposed school design and the founding group are likely to 
accomplish any of the following outcomes listed below.  Address each outcome 
specifically and separately.  

If the school design or plan draws on existing school models, present a clear rationale and 
historical evidence that your design, or at least components thereof, has led to similar 
outcomes in existing schools.   
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Replication of Existing School Design:  

Describe the applicant’s capacity to replicate an existing school design:  The capacity to 
replicate can be demonstrated by providing credible and well-defined strategies for 
replication, including the financial and human resources necessary to replicate the design. 

If the school intends to replicate an existing school design: 
 Provide evidence that the existing design has been effective and successful in raising student 

achievement.  
 The effectiveness of an existing school design can be demonstrated by providing evidence of 

organizational viability and the success of the academic program, including compliance with legal 
requirements, as well as a direct relationship between program elements and student achievement.  

New School Design:  

If the school design or plan does not have a precedent, present a clear rationale for the design 
and any research or other supporting information that leads you to  believe the plan  or model 
will fulfill the following eligibility criteria and outcomes: 

1. Increase student achievement and decrease student achievement gaps in 
reading/language arts and mathematics; 

2. Increase high school graduation rates and focus on serving at-risk high school student 
populations (including re-enrolled drop-outs and those below grade level, if 
applicable); 

3. Focus on academic achievement of middle school student populations and preparation 
for transition to high school (if applicable); 

4. Utilize a variety of high-quality assessments to measure student understanding and 
critical application  of concepts (identify assessment tools); 

5. Increase implementation or instructional improvement systems to assess and inform 
instructional practice, decision-making, and effectiveness; 

6. Partner with low-performing, local public schools to share best practices (conversion 
or turnaround); 

7. Demonstrate the ability to overcome start-up challenges to open a successful school 
through management and leadership techniques;  

8. Provide access to viable education alternatives to students in regions where there are a 
lack of alternatives.  
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Section A.2:  Curriculum and Instruction 

Background Information for Consideration: 

Maryland Common Core Standards  

In June 2010 the Maryland State Board of Education unanimously adopted the Common Core 
State Standards in English/Language Arts and Mathematics. These national education 
standards establish a set of shared goals and expectations for what students should understand 
and be able to do in grades K-12 so that students are prepared for success in college and the 
workplace. Common standards help ensure that students are receiving an equally rigorous, 
high quality education consistently, from school to school and state to state. The Common 
Core State Standards form the foundation upon which Maryland is building its new State 
Curriculum. 

Maryland Common Core State Curriculum  

The Common Core State Curriculum implemented in Maryland schools in 2013-2014 school 
year will have two main components, the Curriculum Frameworks and the Online Curriculum 
Toolkit.  The Maryland Common Core Curriculum Frameworks in English/Language Arts 
and Mathematics define the essential skills and knowledge that students need to know and be 
able to do in order to achieve the academic goals of the Common Core State Standards. There 
are also frameworks for literacy in history/social studies and literacy in science and technical 
subjects. The Frameworks are the foundation of Maryland’s new curriculum and guide the 
development of curriculum resources. Upon the adoption of the Common Core State 
Standards, educators from around Maryland met to determine the essential skills and 
knowledge associated with these Standards. The Frameworks are the result of this work. On 
June 21, 2011, the Maryland State Board of Education unanimously accepted Maryland’s 
Draft Common Core Curriculum Frameworks for English/Language Arts and Mathematics.  

MSDE posted the draft Frameworks on www.mdk12.org. 

Maryland Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM Education) 
 
On April 24, 2012, the Maryland State Board of Education accepted the definition of STEM 
education and the STEM Standards of Practice presented by the Office of STEM Initiatives. 
STEM education is an approach to teaching and learning that integrates the content and skills 
of science, technology, engineering, and mathematics. The STEM Standards of Practice 
guides instruction by defining the combination of behaviors, integrated with STEM content, 
which is expected of a proficient STEM student. These behaviors include: engagement in 
inquiry, logical reasoning, collaboration, and investigation. For more information, visit the 
MSDE web site:  
 
http://marylandpublicschools.org/MSDE/programs/stem/?WBCMODE=PresentationUnpu... 
 
 

http://marylandpublicschools.org/MSDE/programs/stem/?WBCMODE=PresentationUnpu�
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Instructional Technology and Virtual Opportunities 

The MSDE Instructional Technology and School Library Media Program (ITSLM) provides 
leadership, coordination, and support in the implementation of the Maryland Educational 
Technology Plan for the new millennium: 2007-2012. The office collaborates with local 
school systems, institutions of higher education and other organizations to increase the 
integration of technology into instruction in all schools and to implement the Standards for 
School Library Media Programs in Maryland for the development of quality library media 
programs statewide. 

The office leads virtual learning in Maryland through the Maryland Virtual Learning 
Opportunities Program, which consists of four components: the Maryland Virtual School 
(MVS); the High School Assessment Online Course Project; Online Professional 
Development; and the Learning Object Repository Project. 

The Maryland Virtual Learning Opportunities (MVLO) program, established in 2002, by 
legislation, includes: 1) Maryland Virtual School (MVS) which provides supplemental online 
courses for grades 6-12 in collaboration with local school systems; the High School 
Assessments program; and online professional development. To ensure a quality online 
learning experience, MVS has established an extensive set of policies and procedures 
(including technical specifications, school requirements and registration procedures, and a 
Planning, Implementation, and Evaluation Guide). All MVS courses must meet Maryland 
state standards and be reviewed and approved by MSDE per Code of Maryland Regulations 
(COMAR) requirements. All online courses for high school graduation credit must be 
approved by MSDE. For more information, refer to the MVLO web site: 
http://mdk12online.org/schools/schoolshome.htm 

The MSDE’s Definition of an Online Course is as follows: an online course is “a course 
provided through the Internet and other technologies in which 80% of more of the instruction 
is conducted online with the teacher and student separated by distance or time or both and in 
which two-way communication between the teacher and student is required.” 

Note: Maryland State Code, Section 9-102 (10) (Definition of a public charter school), a 
public charter school means a school that requires students to be physically present on school 
premises for a period of time substantially similar to that which other public school students 
spend on school premises. 

 

  

http://www.marylandpublicschools.org/MSDE/programs/technology/overview.htm�
http://marylandpublicschools.org/NR/rdonlyres/C3BAD835-6100-484C-8397-85279EB95A34/13485/TechPlanFinalfromPrinter73007.pdf�
http://marylandpublicschools.org/NR/rdonlyres/C3BAD835-6100-484C-8397-85279EB95A34/13485/TechPlanFinalfromPrinter73007.pdf�
http://marylandpublicschools.org/NR/rdonlyres/C3BAD835-6100-484C-8397-85279EB95A34/13485/TechPlanFinalfromPrinter73007.pdf�
http://mdk12online.org/schools/schoolshome.htm�
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Local School System Policies and Procedures 

 For online courses, COMAR 13A.03.02.05D(1) specifies that “Consistent with local school 
system policy and procedure, credit may be given for…Department-approved online courses.”  
MSDE has developed an approval process for online courses that are administered by a local 
school system.  This approval process helps ensure the quality of the online courses offered by 
our public schools and ensures that such courses align with state content standards and core 
learning goals.  Credit can only be awarded for MSDE-approved online courses. 

Students may take a course through the MVS only with permission from the local school 
system and school principal. 

Be sure to review local system policy and procedures and references 

Contact the local school system’s person who is responsible for coordinating online 
courses and services at the system level. 

 
 
Application Description 

Provide a description of the curriculum and instruction to be used by the school, including the 
following: 

• Provide measurable objectives and subject area content and skills for each grade level. 
[QS A.2, C.1, C.2, C.6] 

• Show how the curriculum aligns with the Maryland Core Educational Standards and 
Grade Level Expectations. [QS C.1, C.2, C.3] 

• Discuss the specific instructional strategies/ methods that will be relevant or necessary 
to successful implementation of the curriculum. [QS B.2, C.7] 

• Discuss how curriculum and instruction needs are reflected in plans for professional 
development. [QS A.3, A.4, B.3, C.3] 

• Describe the process and procedures used to evaluate whether the curriculum is 
effective and successfully implemented. [QS A.2, C.8] 

• Explain how the school will ensure that teachers are proficient in delivering the chosen 
instructional methods. [QS A.4, B.4, C.3] 

• Describe strategies for differentiating instruction for above, average, and low 
performing students. [QS C.5, C.7, E.5] 

• Describe, and present the rationale for  the instructional materials to be adopted. 
• For secondary programs, describe how the courses and curricula will prepare students 

for career-ready and college-level work. [QS C.9] 
 
For virtual learning opportunities, describe the following: 

• Courses and/or programs to be offered online and offline. 
• Describe the teachers’ roles and how they will differ from traditional roles with online 

courses. 
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• The technology, including types of hardware, software, equipment, and other materials the 
school will provide and the plan for providing and handling materials. 

• Plan for technical support and troubleshooting for students, teachers, administrators, and 
parents. 

• Back-up plan for delivering instruction in the case of technical or other delivery problems 
that may arise. 
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Section A.3:  Assessment System 

Background Information for Consideration: 

An integrated assessment system uses the Maryland Core Education Standards as a foundation 
and serves as a structure for how teachers and administrators will measure what students 
know and are able to do as a result of the delivery of curriculum and instruction. Components 
of the assessment system can also be used to establish and monitor goals in the school’s 
required Accountability Plan. Information from assessments serves to help determine what 
areas of instruction need additional time, the needs of individual students, the quality of 
instruction, decisions on improvement strategies, and the school’s overall progress in meeting 
Accountability Plan goals. While choosing which data to collect and setting up the systems to 
track data in a reliable and consistent manner can be a challenging and time intensive activity, 
it can also be a truly valuable one. Ultimately, the assessment system provides information to 
all stakeholders on whether the school is an academic success 

Maryland’s Current State Assessments  

The Maryland Charter Schools Model Performance Contract, Section 1.26 Assessment of 
Student Performance, states that the charter school shall implement the plan for assessment of 
pupil performance and administration of statewide assessments identified in the contract. At a 
minimum, the charter school shall administer the: Maryland State Assessments for grades 3-8, 
and the Maryland High School Assessments for grade 11. In addition, annually, the charter 
school must certify that pupils have participated in the State testing program.  

Student attainment of Maryland’s standards is measured through State assessments (e.g., 
Maryland School Assessment, High School Assessment) in academic content subjects (e.g., 
English language arts, mathematics, and science). The Maryland School Assessments 
annually assess the Maryland content standards in mathematics and reading in grades 3 
through 8, and in science in grades 5 and 9.  

The High School Assessments measure student’s knowledge of Maryland’s Core Learning 
Goals at the indicator level in: Algebra/Data Analysis, Biology, English, and Government. 

The Maryland standards are divided into three levels of achievement: 

• Advanced – a highly challenging and exemplary level of achievement indicating 
outstanding accomplishment in meeting the needs of students; 

• Proficient – a realistic and rigorous level of achievement indicating proficiency in 
meeting the needs of students; and 

• Basic – a level of achievement indicating that more work is needed to attach 
proficiency in meeting the needs of students. 
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Proficiency is the performance level students need to reach to demonstrate mastery of the 
content and performance standards.  

Maryland’s New State Assessments implemented in the 2014-15 School Year 

The Partnership for Assessment of Readiness for College and Careers (PARCC) new 
assessments are aligned with the Common Core State Standards. PARCC is a consortium of 
24 states that worked together to develop an assessment system aligned to the Common Core 
State Standards. The new assessments are anchored in college and career readiness; provide 
comparability across states; and are able to assess and measure higher-order skills such as 
critical thinking, communications, and problem solving. The PARCC assessments 
implemented in Maryland during  the 2014-15 school year, replace the Maryland School 
Assessments. 

For more information about State assessments, visit the Maryland State Department of 
Education web site: http://mdk12.org/assessments. 

Application Description 

• Describe the school's approach to an assessment system. The proposed system should 
reflect how the school would link curriculum and instruction to assessment by 
measuring the academic progress of individual students, cohorts of students over time, 
and students in school as a whole, with the goal of continual school improvement. [QS 
A.1, A.2, C.1]  

In responding to this section, consider the following question: 
 

• How will the school use student assessment data to drive key decisions aimed at the 
evaluation, retention, and support of the teaching staff, aligned with the State’s 
approach to incorporating status and growth data?[QS A.2, C.1, C.2,C.5] 

http://mdk12.org/assessments�
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Section A.4:     School-Specific Goals and Objectives /Comprehensive Performance Measures  

Background Information for Consideration: 

Maryland’s Accountability System - Annual Measurable Objectives 

 In Maryland, AMO’s or Annual Measurable Objectives, are state established performance 
targets that assess the progress of student groups, schools, school districts, and the state annually. 
This annual measurement ensures that schools are on track to meet the No Child Left Behind 
(NCLB) goal of having all students achieve proficiency in reading/language arts and mathematics. 
Between the 2002-2003 baseline and the 2013-2014 goal of 100% proficiency, the state 
established annual performance targets. These targets, or annual measurable objectives, are set for 
reading, mathematics attendance and graduation rate. Every school and school system is held to 
the same annual measurable objectives, although those objectives are adjusted to each school’s 
grade-level enrollment and structure (e.g., K-5, 6-8, K-8, K-12). Schools with grade structures that 
do not include tested grades are still accountable for student performance. For example, the 
performance of third-graders who come from K-2 schools will count for both the current school 
and the K-2 school previously attended.  

Maryland’s Accountability System and Annual Measurable Objectives are aligned with the new 
State assessments implemented during the 2014-15 school year. For more information about 
Maryland’s accountability system, go to:  http://mdk12.org/assessments/index.html. 

Student Learning Objectives (SLOs) 

Specific Learning Objectives are specific, rigorous long-term goals for groups of students that 
educators create to guide their instructional and administrative efforts. The objectives represent the 
most important learning during an interval of instruction. Using a variety of current and available 
student data and professional experience, educators set rigorous SLOs for student achievement. 
The SLOS are aligned to Maryland’s Common Core State Standards, standards for other content 
areas, Curricular Frameworks, and LEA and school priorities. For courses where state standards do 
not exist, SLOs can align to other recognized standards (standards from content groups like the 
National Council for Social Studies or industry standard). School level goals should align to the 
district Strategic Plans. SLOs can be set for any subject, grade, or group of students. The SLOs 
identify the grade, subject, and number of students included in the measure, a timeframe for 
evaluating progress toward the objectives (usually one school year), assessments to measure 
progress, and expected student growth. 

  

http://mdk12.org/assessments/index.html�
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Application Description 

Present a clear, credible, and sound plan for measuring and reporting the educational 
performance and progress of individual students, student cohorts, and the charter school as a 
whole including valid and reliable measures of student outcomes.   

• Describe the comprehensive academic and behavioral measures that the school 
proposes to use. Explain how these measures align with the school’s mission, the 
proposed educational program, and the statewide accountability system.  If approved, 
the comprehensive measures will be used in addition to standardized public school 
measures to evaluate school performance.  [QS A.1, A.2, C.1, C.2, E.14, and A-E 
performance measures] 

• Establish S.M.A.R.T. Goals – Specific, Measurable, Attainable, Reflect the Mission, 
and Time-Specific.  SMART goals reflect an understanding of the targeted student 
population and align with the vision, mission, and educational philosophy of the 
school, state standards, and the overall accountability/ assessment plan for the school. 
SMART goals also demonstrate that the school is dedicated to high academic 
achievement, successful and measurable student outcomes, and accountability for 
results. [QS A.1, A.2, C.2,  

• State key goals for the academic and operational performance of the school (i.e., in 
areas such as student performance, fiscal management and fundraising, and 
parental/community engagement, etc.). These goals must be consistent with the vision, 
mission and educational philosophy of the school. [QS A.1, B.1, C.6, E.2, E.3, E.4, 
E.6, E.9, E.14] 

• Based on Annual Measureable Objectives, present annual growth targets for the 
school, and for each student group on State Assessments by completing the Goals 
Worksheet. The student groups include: race/ethnicity, English Language Learners, 
students with disabilities, and students who qualify for Free and Reduced Meal 
Services (FARMS). [QS A.1, C.1, C.2] 

Note: The school design team, leadership and governing board should recognize that goals 
stated  in the charter application are preliminary – based on assumptions about the student 
population to be served – and may well need to be revised or refined once the school 
knows its population and has collected baseline achievement data.  
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Goals Worksheet 

Description of Academic and Behavioral Measures 

 Describe which assessments will be used to assess short-term, medium term, and long-
term progress toward your goals. This should include discussions of assessments 
generated in classes, school-wide benchmark and formative assessments, and state 
assessments.  

 Describe when each type of assessment will be implemented – by whom, and how this 
data will be collected and used.  

 Describe how the data will be shared among staff, administrators, parents, and students 
and how it will be used. 

Description of Goals 

 Identify short-term and long-term proficiency goals for reading and mathematics on 
State assessments (Maryland School Assessment (MSA) or High School Assessments 
(HSA) until 2013 – 2014 and the Maryland Common Core Learning Standards 
thereafter.  There is an expectation that a proposed charter school will reach 
proficiency on state mandated assessments and demonstrate growth in the content 
areas and in areas specific to the school’s mission. (Proficiency goals should identify 
the targets for how many students will achieve a level of performance. Improvement 
goals should demonstrate growth within a period of time). Note: Maryland state 
assessments will be changing in 2014-15 school year. 

 Short-term proficiency goal: 

 Long-term proficiency goal: 

 Identify any mission-specific goals for proficiency and improvement. 

 Identify any operational performance goals and describe how the school will 
demonstrate growth in its ability to operate an efficient organization.  
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Section A.5:  Family Involvement 

Background Information for Consideration: 

One of the most distinctive aspects of charter schools is that they are choice schools. This 
means that parents submit applications for these schools and students are selected by lottery. 

The application should demonstrate the expectations and plans for ongoing family 
involvement and the support of volunteers through volunteer networks. [QS A.6, B.2, C.4, 
D.1, D.2, E.7] 

Application Description 

• Describe how the school plans to build and maintain family-school partnerships that 
focus on strengthening support for student learning, improving communication, and 
encouraging parental involvement in school operations.  

• Explain how you will work with parents and provide the information and training that 
enables them to support their children’s involvement.  

• Explain how parents will be involved in the governance of the charter school. 

• Identify methods for handling disputes between parents and the school.  

• Describe how parental satisfaction will be obtained and the process for gathering and 
publicizing parental satisfaction results.  

Note: Community involvement is addressed under B. Organizational Plan, Section 4: 
Affiliations and Partnerships. 
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Section A.6:  Target Population 

Background Information for Consideration: 

The target population refers to the group(s) of students a program is designed to serve.  It 
could be students that have specific interests that match with the educational design of the 
school or specific needs.   In order for a program to remain focused and to deliver effective 
services, it must clearly define its target population and establish a recruitment mechanism 
that will ensure it receives the appropriate population it will be serving. The purpose, goals, 
and objectives of the program should be the driving force behind the selection of a target 
population. 
 

Application Description 

• Describe the community to be served by the school and how the school will offer 
educational opportunity to students, including the needs of students and their families. 
These are essential factors that inform the design of a successful charter school, 
ultimately driving support for and enrollment in the school.  [QS B.2, D.3, D.5, D.6] 

• Explain how the services, the school will provide to the target population, will help 
students attain the Maryland Core Educational Standards and what will be different in 
the educational experiences of the proposed school.  [QS B.2, C.1, C.2, C.5, E.14] 

• Drawing on the Target Population information presented in the Executive Summary, 
explain how the proposed mission, curriculum, teaching methods and services align 
with the educational needs of that population. [QS B.1, B.2, D.6] 

See also Section B.5. Student Recruitment and Enrollment which includes: 

• Provide evidence to prove that there is a need for the school. [QS B.2] 

• Using data as well as descriptive language, please describe the plan for the recruitment 
of students. Explain how the school will be publicized and marketed throughout the 
community to a broad cross-section of families and prospective students.  

• Indicate the strategies the proposed charter school will use to reach hard-to-reach 
families and those that are traditionally less informed about educational choice 
options. [QS D.1] 

• Explain how your school will enroll students in numbers that are comparable to or 
greater than the existing school district.  

• Describe the grade levels at which students will be admitted to the school.   

• Include an enrollment and admissions process that is open, fair, and in accordance 
with applicable law. 
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Section A.7:  Special Student Populations 

Background Information for Consideration: 

All charter schools in Maryland are public schools that enroll students through a lottery 
process. Therefore, all charter schools must be prepared to enroll students with diverse 
learning needs including limited English Language Learners and students with disabilities, all 
of whom must be provided with full and meaningful access to the general educational 
curriculum.  [QS C.5, C.6] 

The general education classes need to have an environment which is responsive to the 
educational needs of all children, and accommodates students’ needs to the maximum extent 
appropriate. A continuum of services must also be available through the school so that all 
students can participate fully in the educational goals and mission of the school as described 
in its charter. [QS C.7, C.8, D. 6] 

Application Description 

This section of the application should describe the school’s programs and services, and how 
they will be implemented within the context of your proposed school. 
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Section A.8:  School Climate and Discipline 

Background Information for Consideration: 

Refer to your local school system’s policies and procedures and code of student conduct. 

Discipline policies and procedures related to students identified with disabilities and under 
Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act must be in accordance with federal, state, and local 
regulations.  

Refer to the MSDE website of the Special Education and Early Intervention Division for 
publications on the discipline of students with disabilities: 
http://marylandpublicschools.org/MSDE/divisions/earlyinterv/Special_Ed_Info 

 
Application Description 

• Describe the strategies the school will employ to develop and sustain a safe and 
orderly school climate that supports fulfillment of the educational goals. [QS B.2, D.4, 
D.6, E.1] 

• Explain the school’s student behavior philosophy and discipline policy or code of 
conduct for both the general student population and for students with special needs. 
[QS C.6, C.8, D.6, E.1] 

http://marylandpublicschools.org/MSDE/divisions/earlyinterv/Special_Ed_Info�
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Section A.9:  Student Health and Safety 

Background Information for Consideration: 

School officials have a duty to examine the potential risks and have plans in place to prepare 
for such situations as fires, earthquakes, tornadoes, snow and ice storms, weapons or drugs in 
schools, civil disruptions, criminal assaults and batteries, bomb threats, trespassers on campus, 
serious illnesses and injuries. These plans should address, minimally: alarm systems; building 
evacuation or shelter plans; communications plans, both internal to the school system and 
external to police and fire departments, parents, and the community at large; and follow-up 
services such as student counseling. [QS E.10] 

An emergency is by definition an unplanned event. It does not follow, however, that school 
officials have no responsibility for planning for emergencies. The numerous statutory 
references related to conduct codes, school safety, and student violence demonstrate a 
heightened awareness of the need to plan for emergencies, so that school personnel can 
implement the plan immediately. Failure to do what reasonable persons would do creates the 
risk of negligence claims and resultant legal liability. 

After the creation of a plan, the plan should be practiced so that each member of the school 
staff knows exactly what is to be done. If a real emergency occurs, the plan itself must be 
rigorously examined for effectiveness and changed to prepare for the next emergency.  

Students come to school with medical and health needs, some of which are simple and some 
are chronic. All of these issues implicate the importance of the provision of school health 
services in public schools. 

Application Description 

Your health and safety plan (your accident prevention “program” in writing) is a valuable tool 
for organizing and managing the various aspects of an effective health and safety program in 
your school. 

• It provides for a safe and healthful work environment by identifying and controlling 
hazards. 

• It provides a mechanism for organizing thoughts and approaches and documenting 
activities.  The process of “working it through” is as important as the plan, itself. 

• It provides a structure for action, especially in an emergency. 

• It facilitates coordination and communication with school staff, students, parent and 
other emergency response organizations and your Authorizer.  

• It helps maintain compliance with federal and state regulations, and school system 
polices. [QS E.10] 
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• Describe how you will prepare a student health and safety plan.  List the elements that 
will be part of your plan and why these components are important to include in your 
plan.   

• Explain how you will ensure that you are following federal, state and local regulations.   

• Indicate how you will make sure that the plan is implemented. 
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Section A.10:  School Calendar and Daily Schedule 

Background Information for Consideration: 

The school calendar, organization of students within the educational program, and the school 
culture are just a few of the elements that characterize a school. The school’s characteristics 
should be consistent with the proposed mission and educational philosophy and program. [QS 
A.3, B.2, E.5] 

Application Description 

• Describe the school’s daily schedule and annual calendar, including the annual number 
of days and hours of instructional time.  
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Section A.11:  Waivers Needed to Implement the Educational Program 

Background Information for Consideration: 

Charter schools may request to waive certain state laws or school district policies in order to 
operate differently or to be exempt from certain requirements. These exemptions, however, 
must be accompanied by plans that detail why the exemption is necessary, how the charter 
school will remain accountable, and what the expected outcomes will be. The documentation 
of a plan is called a “waiver request”, or simply a “waiver”. In other words, a waiver request 
is the documentation for a charter school to carry out a state law or school district policy 
differently.  

Typically, a new charter school application includes a waiver request for state law and school 
system policies, procedures, and collective bargaining agreements. For each statute or policy 
waiver the charter school is requesting, there is a rationale, replacement plan, expected 
outcome and a description of how the replacement plan will be evaluated. It is common for 
the charter school’s authorizer to review the policy the charter school plans to use in lieu of 
the statute or policy. 

Waivers are the legal means in Maryland by which a charter school obtains the flexibilities 
and autonomies to operate to accomplish their educational design. Sometimes charter schools 
request waiver from state laws that they will abide by, but in a different manner. For example, 
the charter school governing board will set the annual school calendar rather than the school 
system board. 

Review key documents such as documents as:  the State Charter School Law, Code Of 
Maryland Regulations (COMAR), Collective Bargaining Contracts, School System Policies 
and Regulations to determine if there are rules that might provide an impediment to 
accomplishing your mission, vision or to implement your program design. 

Examples of possible waivers could be:  length of the calendar year, contract rules for personnel 
such as- involuntary transfer of staff, salary requirements, etc.  Local school system policies and 
practices might require that all schools use designated curricula, or might have a requirement that 
the Principal attend school system Principal meetings, or requirement that charter school participate 
in school system initiatives, etc., are examples of waivers that local school systems can provide. 

To access the COMAR regulations on-line, use the following link to the website of the 
Maryland Office of Secretary of State: http://www.dsd.state.md.us/comar/.  For more 
information on filing waivers with the State Board of Education for State rules see COMAR 
Section 13A.01.01.03. Be sure to also review the Maryland Charter School Law included in 
appendix D for rules that cannot be waived. 

  

http://www.dsd.state.md.us/comar/�
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Application Description 

In this section you will formally request a waiver (See attachments for procedures on filing State 
Board waiver requests).   

• First, quote the language of the rule you would like to change and include the reference.   

• State what you hope to accomplish with the waiver. Describe briefly the circumstances that 
brought about the request and why the waiver is necessary to achieve improved student 
performance and/or streamline or facilitate local agency operations.   

Begin this section with one of the following statements that applies to your application: 

 The applicant intends to request (and include a narrative justification for) a waiver 
from a federal, State, or local regulation or rule that is generally applicable to public 
schools which we propose be waived, or otherwise not apply to the charter school.  (If 
yes, please check the box and include justification narrative in this section). 

 The applicant does not intend to request a waiver to support the implementation of the 
Education Plan.  
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B. Organizational Plan 

The Organizational Plan should describe the organizational structure and management of the 
school. It should provide a clear picture of roles and responsibilities and how the school will 
function. The organizational plan should address: (B.1) school governance including the 
founding and governing boards, (B.2) management and operation (organizational structure, 
education service providers, resource management, student records, school policies); (B.3) 
staffing and human resources; (B.4) affiliations and partnerships; (B.5) student recruitment 
and enrollment; and (B.6) waivers needed to support the implementation of the organizational 
plan.  

Section B.1 School Governance 

Background Information for Consideration: 

Public school charters are granted to a board of trustees or to an operator representing a non-
profit organization. Members of boards of trustees are public agents authorized by the state 
and are responsible for governing charter schools. In general, it is important that individuals 
on the governing board of trustees possess a wide variety of skills and qualifications that will 
enable them to establish and sustain an excellent school. The board of trustees must be of a 
number sufficient to provide oversight of the school and to participate in the considerable 
amount of work required to open and then govern a charter school. [QS E.1, E.2] 

The National Association of Charter School Authorizers (NACSA) (Cornell-Feist, 2007) 
recommends that governing board members have expertise in the following areas:  

• academic oversight; 
• human resources;  
• strategic planning;  
• public relations and marketing;  
• legal and financial affairs; and  
• real estate.  

 

Members of a founding group may be proposed for the school’s board of trustees for the non-
profit organization or may assume other roles such as a Director of Operations in the school.  
The founding group is established from the date that it has its first organizing meeting through 
the time that the charter is granted.  Once the charter is granted, the founding group adopts by-
laws and elects officers, making it a true, legal governing Board of Trustees.  Each founding 
group should be able to clearly define who is proposed to be a member of the board of trustees 
and what other roles will be assumed.  
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Application Description 

Describe the entity that will hold the charter and be responsible for governing the school. 
Provide documentation of the entity’s legal status including Articles of Incorporation, Bylaws 
and documentation of legal not-for-profit status.  To the extent that the organization exists and 
has functions independent of the operation of the proposed school, provide a brief description 
of the organization, its history, its current operation, and the relationship between its existing 
operations and the proposed school. 

A.  Governing Board Composition:   
 

o List the members of the proposed governing board including: their names, 
current employment, and relevant experience or qualifications for serving on 
the board, including, but not limited to, their relationship to the community in 
which the school will be located. For each proposed governing board member, 
the application should include, as an attachment, a resume or Curriculum Vitae 
(CV)  [QS E.1]. Complete forms B.1-A Board of Director listing and 
Disclosure of Affiliations found in Appendices M. 

o Describe any specific plans for recruitment of additional governing board 
members, including, but not limited to, plans that would involve parental, 
professional educator or community  involvement in the governance of the 
school.    Briefly describe the recruitment, and selection plans for board 
members. 

o Describe the orientation process for new board members.  [QS E.8] 

o Describe the process the board will use for its own evaluation and 
development.  [QS E.2] 

B.       School Policies: 
 

o Provide a list of all district system policies and compliance with requirements. 
 
C.        School Management Contracts 
 

o If the Board of Directors intends to enter into a contract with an educational 
management organization (EMO) (in Maryland a for profit entity cannot be a 
charter school operator), provide the following: 

a. Description of the proposed contract, including roles and 
responsibilities, performance evaluation measures, payment structure, 
conditions for renewal and termination, and investment disclosure; 

b. Draft of the proposed management contract describing the services the 
EMO will be providing to the school; 

c. Recent corporate annual report and audited financial statements, and 
Maryland Certificate of Good Standing; 
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d. Description of the firm’s roles and responsibilities for the financial 
management of the proposed charter school, including descriptions of 
the accounting software to be used, the procedures for financial 
reporting to the Board of Directors, and the internal controls that will be 
in place for the proposed charter school; 

e. Names, addresses, and telephone numbers of other schools managed by 
the EMO, as well as descriptive information on the grades served, 
numbers of students, years of operation, and student performance data; 
and 

f. A summary of the company’s history, including a description of how it 
implements the program, past results of its management efforts, the 
company philosophy, and the background on corporate leaders. 

 
Required Exhibits 
 

• Articles of Incorporation 

• Maryland Certificate of Good Standing with Maryland Department of Assessments 
and Taxation 

• Proposed Governing Board of Directors,  resumes and conflict of interest forms (See 
Appendix M for forms that must be completed by each prospective board member) 
 

• Governing Board Assurances (See Appendix M) 

• Recent audit report 

• By-laws 

• Schedule for Meetings 

• If applicable, Education Management Organization Documents 
o Description of the proposed contract,  

o Draft of the proposed management contract; 

o Recent corporate annual report and audited financial statements, and Maryland 
Certificate of Good Standing; 

o Description of the firm’s roles and responsibilities for the financial 
management of the proposed charter school, including descriptions of the 
accounting software to be used, the procedures for financial reporting to the 
Board of Directors, and the internal controls that will be in place for the 
proposed charter school; 

o Names, addresses, and telephone numbers of other schools managed by the 
EMO, as well as descriptive information on the grades served, numbers of 
students, years of operation, and student performance data; and 

o A summary of the company’s history, including a description of how it 
implements the program, past results of its management efforts, the company 
philosophy, and the background on corporate leaders. 
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    Section B.2:  Management and Operations 

Background Information for Consideration: 
 
Management and Operations Processes are a group of activities which are recurring in nature 
 and contribute significantly to the growth and development of the school as an organization.  
Managing these activities efficiently so that maximum benefits can be captured is an  
essential  component of organizational development and what helps to mold a high  
performing school.. 
 
Organizations with good management processes and skilled leaders have even managed to  
put an abstract activity such as Innovation as part of their process management cycle. Even  
thinking or strategizing for the future is part of required management and operational 
processes since it involves a continuous cycle of school improvement. Thus the first step in  
implementing effective management systems is to understand the range of activities and  
processes that must be designed, documented and implemented to ensure adherence to on a  
consistent and reliable basis. 
 
This section addresses several of these essential components including organizational 
structure, educational service providers, student records, and school policies. 

        B.2.a. Organizational Structure 

        Application Description 

o Describe the organizational structure of the school and its day-to-day operation. [QS 
B.2, E.2] 

o Explain the management roles and responsibilities of key administrators with respect 
to instructional leadership, curriculum development and implementation, personnel 
decisions, budgeting, financial management, legal compliance, and any special staffing 
needs. Your narrative should describe the primary responsibilities for each key 
management position and identify critical skills or experience that will be priorities for 
fulfillment of these responsibilities. Be sure to give particular attention to the roles, 
responsibilities and actual (if already identified) or desired qualifications of the school 
leader. [QS B.2, E.2, E.5, E.14] 

o Discuss any plans for recruiting and selection of the school leader if no one is already 
identified. [QS E.2, E.13] 

      Required Exhibits 

 Organizational Chart that shows the staffing structure and reporting responsibilities for 
the board, administration and staff. 

 Key position descriptions including critical skills or experience every employee that 
they intend to hire based on organizational chart (description can be general for core 
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content teachers). Qualifications for hiring should provide assurance that background 
checks and child abuse registry will be conducted for every employee in accordance 
with the law. 

 Proof of application to, or letter from, the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) 
documenting nonprofit status 501(3) (c) (IRS Form 1023).  Once filed the IRS will 
send you a commitment letter to verify your non-profit status. 
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       B.2.b. Education Service Providers 

       Background Information for Consideration: 

The term “education service provider” (ESP) refers to any number of organizations that 
contracts with the governing board of a school to provide comprehensive services. The 
major types of ESPs that serve charter schools are: education management organizations 
(EMOs), charter management organizations (CMOs), and comprehensive school design 
providers. 

Application Description 

Indicate if your non-profit intends to contract with an education service provider (ESP). 
After making the initial declaration, applicants should complete the remainder of the 
section only if the school expects to contract with an ESP. Other applicants should 
proceed directly to the next section. 

Select the statement that is applicable and proceed as directed:  

 We do not intend to contract with an education service provider. Skip to the next 
section. 

 We intend to contract with an education service provider.  Continue with 
completion of this section. 

If the school expects to contract for services with an education service provider: 
 
 Discuss the school’s decision to work with an ESP, in general, and the selected 

ESP, in particular. 
 Describe the planned relationship between the school and the ESP and how that 

relationship will further the school’s mission and program.  
 Provide a clear description of the services to be provided by the ESP.  
 Describe the ESP’s roles and responsibilities in relation to the school’s 

management and governing board. Describe the school’s performance 
expectations for the ESP. In other words, how will the school evaluate ESP 
performance? 

Required Exhibits 

 Background information on the ESP including relevant performance data for other 
schools that the ESP has managed and a list of any other schools managed by the 
ESP in the State; 

 ESP financial records; 

 Maryland Certificate of Good Standing from Maryland Department of 
Assessments and Taxation; 
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 Contact information; and 

 The services agreement as executed between the school and the ESP (or template 
version if not yet executed).  
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          B.2.c.  Student Records 

Background Information for Consideration: 

Student records provide a written picture of the academic performance of a child. 
Therefore, the orderly and complete maintenance of these records is necessary to ensure 
accurate information is available to plan for a child’s education. 

The Code of Maryland Regulations (COMAR) requires schools to have systems of 
information on enrollment, attendance, and promotion.  The Student Record System must 
be used to initiate student records for each student entering Maryland public schools.  
Each school is responsible for obtaining the required information in a manner that is most 
suitable to its own situation. The information that is recorded will be kept as a permanent 
record of the student and, therefore, must be accurate, readable, and current. Care should 
be taken to avoid the possibility of invading the privacy of both students and parents or 
guardian. Personal information needed from a parent should be obtained at the time of 
registration. If it is not obtained at this time, personal information should be obtained in a 
later conference with the parent(s) or guardian(s). 

  All student records are to be maintained in accordance with the Family Educational Rights and Privacy 
Act, 20 U.S.C. §1232g, and its implementing regulations, 34 C.F.R. pt. 99; the Individuals with 
Disabilities Education Act, 20 U.S.C. §1400 et seq., and its implementing regulations, 34 C.F.R. 
§§300.561 – 300.576; No Child Left Behind Act of 2001, and the Code of Maryland Regulations 
13A.08.02, Student Records. 

 
Application Description 

Each school should develop and implement procedures to ensure that these data are 
collected and records maintained accurately in accordance with the guidelines set forth in 
Maryland Student Records Manual. 

o Describe the system for acquiring and maintaining student records as required by the 
district and in accordance with applicable laws. Who will be responsible for collecting, 
maintaining, and using student record information?  How will this system be 
implemented and monitored for accuracy? 

o How will the records be secured while the student is enrolled at the school? Discuss 
how the school will comply with requests from parents or eligible students as pertains 
to the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA). How will the school 
ensure the confidentiality of these student records? 

o Describe the system for disseminating information about students as required by the 
district and in accordance with applicable laws.  

o If a student withdraws, what is the policy for releasing records? 

o Describe your plan for ensuring that compliance requirements are monitored and met    
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B.2.d.  School Policies 

Background Information for Consideration: 

     Policies help define rules, regulations, procedures and protocols for schools. All of these 
are necessary to help a school run smoothly and safely and ensure that students receive a 
quality education. Schools have policies for several reasons. Policies establish rules and 
regulations to guide acceptable behavior and ensure that the school environment is safe for 
students, teachers and school staff. School policies also help create a productive learning 
environment. [QS E.5- E.14] 

Having these policies in place means there are determined procedures for how school 
operations are handled, down to every minute detail, so that educators, staff and students 
know what is expected and can act accordingly. This saves time, prevents confusion and 
unifies the school. 

Students, teachers and staff members deserve to feel physically and psychologically 
secure in their environment. In order to create this environment, policies are created and 
implemented that establish safety standards for the physical environment and mental state 
of students and staff. This is done by creating policies such as fire drills, anti-bullying 
policies and mental health guidelines. [QS E.10] 

These policies establish standards and help hold schools and educators accountable to the 
public. This is important for relating education to the community and making it 
responsible to the larger world. Accountability through the use of goal-oriented policies 
ensures that students are receiving a valuable education. [QS C.2, D.4, E.2] 

Policies are important because they help a school establish rules and procedures and create 
standards of quality for learning and safety, as well as expectations and accountability. 
Without these, schools would lack the structure and function necessary to provide the 
educational needs of students. Ultimately, policies are necessary to the success and safety 
of a school. 

Application Description 

o List and describe the key policies you feel will be necessary to develop before the 
opening of the school to ensure that the school is operated effectively and ensures that 
expectations and procedures are fully understood and implemented.  Please refer to C.7: 
Pre-opening Plan for list of recommended school policies and procedures. 

 
o Explain your enrollment policies, including the order of selection; lotteries; and the 

decision-making on enrollment of siblings, children of founders, and students into 
grade levels after the opening year.  

 
Be sure to look for any local school system policies and procedures that might impact the 

development of your own school policies. 

http://www.answerbag.com/q_view/1957290�
http://www.answerbag.com/q_view/1957290�
http://www.answerbag.com/q_view/1957290�
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Required Exhibits 

 Decision-making matrix; 

 Communications with stakeholders (board meeting, school progress); 

 Hiring recommendations for principal and staff; 

 Dispute resolution; 

 Procurement policy; and 

 Student grading and promotion. 
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Section B.3:   Staffing and Human Resources 

Background Information for Consideration: 

All educational staff will be employees of the district and subject to the terms of the 
negotiated agreement. [QS E.13] 

In responding to this section, consider the following questions: 

• What strategies does the school have for recruiting and retaining effective teachers? 

• How do the staffing-related budget assumptions align with educational program 
needs? 

• How does the staffing plan reflect the anticipated enrollment and growth of the 
school? 

• How will the school determine appropriate experience, training and skills of non-
certificated instructional personnel? 

• What will be the employer-employee relationship for staff at the school? 

• When and how will the Board review and evaluate the school leader/principal? [QS 
E.2] 

Application Description 

• Identify and discuss any request for waivers regarding certification for non-traditional 
employees and for any bargaining unit contracts that impede the schools ability to 
implement the school design, mission and vision.   

• Describe the standards that will be used in hiring teachers, administrators, and other 
school staff, and how these standards will meet or exceed the requirements of The No 
Child Left Behind Act.  

• Describe the professional backgrounds, depth of experience, and personal qualities 
that will be sought in teachers and other school staff and how those qualities will help 
the school implement its vision and achieve the goals you have set.  

• Describe the recruitment strategies that will be employed to achieve the desired quality 
of staff. Describe the plan for conducting background checks on all school personnel, 
including volunteers, prior to the beginning of their employment or service.  Be sure to 
check with your Authorizer’s Charter School Liaison to find out about any policies 
and procedures regarding the hiring process in the school system. 

• Explain the staff selection process, including interview protocols and the criteria used 
to make staffing decisions.  Develop a staffing plan and describe the anticipated 
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number of staff members, their positions, and the pupil teacher ratio. Demonstrate 
your knowledge of the LEA’s collective bargaining and personnel evaluation system. 

Section B.4:    Affiliations and Partnerships 

Background Information for Consideration: 

When community organizations are engaged in the life of the school, the resources available 
for teaching and the learning environment expand. When teachers and principals build trust 
with each other and extend that trust to their work with the school community, they can 
develop a common vision for school reform and work together to accelerate necessary growth 
and development in the school. Additionally, an intersecting set of relationships among adults 
(parents, teachers, community and service providers) can provide a holistic environment in 
which students are supported with a unified set of expectations and behaviors. The 
relationship between the school and other community institutions such as community 
organizations, businesses and churches can also be understood in this way. Interpersonal 
relationships built between individuals across these institutions provide the glue for innovative 
collaborations on the institutional level. These partnerships strengthen relationships among 
people in the entire community. Building the collective capacity for schools to thrive in this 
way has a direct impact on student achievement. 
 
Application Description 

• Present a vision and strategy for community involvement that is reasonably likely to 
further the school’s mission and program. [QS B.1, E.6] 

• Describe the scope of community support for the proposed charter school and its 
organizers. [QS D.3, D.4] 

• Provide a list of the organizations that will partner with your school and the focus of 
these partnerships. Discuss commitments (if any) for partnerships or other 
relationships with community organizations or individuals that would enrich the 
learning opportunities of students in your school. Document any commitments with 
letters of support that identify specific details of the commitments.  [QS D.3, D.4] 

• Describe the nature of potential partnerships including examples of how community 
partners will play an integral part in the life of the school and identify specific 
organizations with which the school is already working, or likely to partner.  

• Describe the coordination strategies that will integrate partnership activities into the 
school program and plans to further develop additional community partnerships. [QS 
D.6] 
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Section B.5:    Student Recruitment and Enrollment  

Background Information for Consideration: 
  
Important to meeting the school mission and vision, is the ability to attract and retain students 
and be able to successfully implement and deliver the envisioned educational design and 
obtain promised outcomes.  Developing and implementing a plan that demonstrates an 
understanding of recruitment best practices is a first step in engaging the participation and 
involvement of the school community in that vision.  Once a community needs assessment has 
been conducted then it is time to formulate a plan that will fulfill and guarantee school 
enrollment capacity.  A strong strategy includes the development of an effective evaluation of 
potential target markets used to inform the recruitment plan, and a communication plan that 
includes many advertising mediums and audiences. 
 
Application Description 
 

• Provide evidence to prove that there is a need for the school. [QS B.2] 

• Using data as well as descriptive language, please describe the plan for the recruitment 
of students.  Explain how the school will be publicized and marketed throughout the 
community to a broad cross-section of families and prospective students.  

• Indicate the strategies the proposed charter school will use to reach hard-to-reach 
families and those that are traditionally less informed about educational choice 
options. [QS D.1] 

• Explain how your school will enroll students in numbers that are comparable to or 
greater than the existing school district.  

• Describe the grade levels at which students will be admitted to the school.   

• Include an enrollment and admissions process that is open, fair, and in accordance 
with applicable law. 

Required Exhibits 

 Student application 

 
See also Section A.6. Target Population. 
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Section B.6:   Waivers Needed to Support the Implementation of the Organizational     
                Plan 
 

Background Information for Consideration:         

There are some areas that cannot be waived according to Maryland’s Charter School Law - 
these are:   audit requirements, student participation in State assessments and the health, safety 
or civil rights of a student or an employee of the charter school.  It is important to remember 
that other areas pertaining to State, federal or local regulations and policy can be waived. 

Some examples of areas that can be waived and apply to this section are as follows:   

 Requirements that charter schools: 

o receive  and / or purchase centralized services from the school system; 
o adhere to all school system policies and procedures; 
o participate in the choice process for student recruitment and lottery; 

Research areas in law, regulations, policy and union contracts that can affect the successful 
implementation of the organizational plan proposed for your school and identify waiver needs.  

Follow the procedures described in the waiver document in the information section of this 
guide. 

To access the COMAR regulations on-line, use the following link to the website of the 
Maryland Office of Secretary of State: http://www.dsd.state.md.us/comar/ 

Application Description 

In this section you will formally request a waiver (See attachments for procedures on filing State 
Board waiver requests).   

• First, quote the language of the rule you would like to change and include the reference.   

• State what you hope to accomplish with the waiver. Describe briefly the circumstances that 
brought about the request and why the waiver is necessary to achieve improved student 
performance and/or streamline or facilitate local agency operations.   

Begin this section with one of the following statements that applies to your application: 

 The applicant intends to request (and include a narrative justification for) a waiver 
from a federal, State, or local regulation or rule that is generally applicable to public 
schools which we propose be waived, or otherwise not apply to the charter school.  (If 
yes, please check the box and include justification narrative in this section). 

 The applicant does not intend to request a waiver to support the implementation of the 
Organizational Plan.  

http://www.dsd.state.md.us/comar/�
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C. Business Plan 

The Business Plan should outline the management of financial and other procedures, pre-
opening tasks, and detail the budget.  The business plan should address: (C.1) budget, 
fundraising plan, and resource management; (C.2) financial management; (C. 3) facility; (C.4) 
food services; (C.5) transportation; and (C.6) insurances. See also information provided in the 
Section C.7. Pre-opening Procedures. 

     Section C.1:  Budget  

Background Information for Consideration:         

A budget is a systematic method of allocating financial, physical, and human resources to  
achieve strategic goals. Organizations develop budgets in order to monitor progress toward  
their goals, help control spending, and predict cash flow.  Because the budget expresses how 
resources will be allocated and what measures will be used to evaluate progress, budget 
development is more effective when linked to overall organization’s strategic plan. Linking 
the two gives all managers and employees a clearer understanding of strategic goals. This 
understanding, in turn, leads to greater support for goals, better coordination of tactics, and, 
ultimately, to stronger organizational performance. 

 
Application Description 

• Provide a detailed narrative regarding the school’s estimated revenues and 
expenditures for the proposed term of the charter including the preoperational startup 
year. [QS E.3, E.4] 

• Provide a cash flow analysis for the first fiscal year of operation (July 1–June 30). 
Include explanation and discussion of key budget assumptions underlying the budget 
projections and explain how the budget aligns with and supports implementation of the 
educational program.  

• If the school anticipates incurring debt for any reason, such as for acquisition of its 
facility, the budget must address the schedule for debt repayment and the budget 
discussion should elaborate on the repayment assumptions and plan.  

• Discuss the school’s contingency plans for cash flow challenges, a budget shortfall, 
lower than expected student enrollment or other financial challenges in the early years 
of operation? 

• Provide an operating budget covering each year of the requested charter term that 
contains revenue projections, expenses and anticipated fund balances. The budget 
should be based on the projected student enrollment indicated on the cover page of the 
application.  
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Required Exhibits 

 Budget for the proposed charter term; and 

 Opening year cash flow analysis. 
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C.1.a.   Fundraising Plan 

Background Information for Consideration:         

Fundraising events can be extremely valuable sources of revenue and awareness for any 
nonprofit organization. However, there is a lot more to successfully pulling one off than 
mobilizing a few volunteers and getting participants to encourage pledge donations. Planning 
a fundraising strategy and then implementing it successfully will help the organization to 
identify multi-level opportunities that arise; and then build capabilities to capitalize on them.   
The more diverse your sources of funding; the more you will be able to achieve financial 
sustainability. Fundraising sources can include revenue streams from individual donors, 
foundations, school sponsored events, and activities to gain earned revenue in addition to 
searching and applying for government grants.   
 
Application Description 

• Describe the school’s fundraising plan. [QS E.4] 

• Report on the current status of any fundraising efforts, including verification of any 
fundraising monies reported in the school’s start-up or operating budgets.  

 

C.1.b.   Resource Management 

Background Information for Consideration: 

The efficient and effective deployment for an organization's resources is key to a school’s 
ability to implement a school design.  Resource management includes planning for the 
allocation for using available resources, especially in the near term, to achieve goals for the 
future. It is the process of allocating resources among the various projects or business units. 

Such resources may include financial resources, supplies, equipment and space inventory, 
human skills, or information technology (IT).  [QS B.2] 

Application Description 

• Describe what criteria the school would use to procure, allocate, use, and maintain 
resources in the school.  [QS E.2, E.5, E.11] 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Natural_resource�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Project�
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Section C.2:  Financial Management  

Background Information for Consideration: 

The financial plan should provide an understanding of how the applicants intend to develop 
and manage the school’s infrastructure and finances.  It should present a clear picture of the 
school’s revenue projections; expenditure requirements; facilities’ needs; transportation and 
food service plans; and pre-opening plan.  Overall, the financial plan should reflect the 
commitment to maintaining the financial viability of the school.  [QS E.3, E.4, E.5] 

Application Description 

• Submit a separate explanation and discussion of key budget assumptions underlying 
the budget projections and explain how the budget aligns with and supports 
implementation of the educational program. 

•  If the school anticipates incurring debt for any reason, such as for acquisition of its 
facility, the budget must address the schedule for debt repayment and the budget 
discussion should elaborate on the repayment assumptions and plan. 

• Discuss the school’s contingency plans for cash flow challenges: a budget shortfall, 
lower than expected student enrollment or other financial challenges that you may 
foresee in the early years of operation.  

• Describe the systems and procedures for managing the school's finances and identify 
the staff position(s) that will be responsible for financial oversight and management.   

• Describe how the school’s finances will be managed and who will be responsible for 
the protection of financial records.  

• Describe the method by which accounting records will be maintained.  

• Describe the financial controls, including an annual audit and regular board review of 
financial statements, which will be employed to safeguard finances.  

The response should address, among other things, the school’s plans in the following areas: 

• provisions for an annual independent financial audit; 
• development and dissemination of an annual financial report;  
• internal controls and who is responsible;    
• documentation of Federal Form 990 (IRS); 
• providing recommended liability insurance to indemnify the school, its board, staff, 

and teachers against tort claims; and 
• a three year project budget. 
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Section C.3:  Facility 

Background Information for Consideration: 

For information on Maryland facility requirements, see Appendix G. MSDE Facilities 
Planning Guidelines and Technical Bulletins; Appendix H. Sample List of Facility 
Requirements for Charter Schools; Appendix  I. Leasing; and Appendix J. Construction Plans. 

Application Description 

• Discuss the school’s facility needs based on the educational program and anticipated 
enrollment. Ensure that the facility is appropriate for the ages and grade levels of 
students. 

o If the applicants have identified a facility, indicate the location (street address, 
city, and zip code) and provide either floor plans or a description including, at 
a minimum, the number and size of the classrooms, common areas, 
administrative areas, recreational space, any community facilities, and any 
residential facilities. [QS E.10] 

• If the school has discussed or established specific lease or purchase terms, include 
discussion of the proposed terms and any draft agreements. If the school intends to 
lease facilities from a school district, discuss the status of those plans and provide 
evidence of any district commitments. 

• To the extent that the facility will require renovation or ‘build out,’ describe those 
plans including anticipated timing and cost. If the school anticipates incurring debt as 
part of its facilities acquisition plan, the budget must include a repayment plan, as 
indicated in the Budget section, above.   

• If the applicants have not identified or selected a facility, specify potential locations 
that are under consideration and discuss the process and time line for selecting, 
acquiring, renovating (if appropriate) and taking occupancy of a suitable facility. 

• Explain how the facility will be in compliance with the requirements of the American 
with Disabilities Act (ADA) and provide an assurance that it will be accessible to and 
meet the needs of students with physical disabilities.  Describe the actions that will be 
taken to ensure the facility is in compliance with applicable laws, regulations and 
policies and is ready for the school’s opening.  

• If the school anticipates incurring debt as part of its facilities acquisition plan, the 
budget must include a repayment plan, as indicated in the Budget section, above.  If a 
facility has not been selected, specify potential locations that are under consideration 
and discuss the process and time line for selecting, acquiring, renovating (if 
appropriate) and taking occupancy of a suitable facility. 
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• Explain the anticipated costs for the facility, including renovation, rent, utilities and 
maintenance. Identify, if applicable, any funding sources (other than state and local 
funding) that will be applied to facilities-related costs. 

• Describe the back-up facilities plan.   What is the alternate plan for facilities if the 
proposed facility is not available or is determined to be inappropriate for the school’s 
opening?   
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Section C.4:   Food Services 

Background Information for Consideration: 

Every school must meet the National School Lunch Program (NSLP) requirements.   Please 
see the description of the NSLP below.  For more information on the specific requirements 
see:  http://www.fns.usda.gov/cnd/lunch/ 

Schools participating in the NSLP earn a fixed federal reimbursement for each school lunch program served 
consistent with United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) nutritional guidelines.  All public and non-
profit private schools can participate as long as they operate a non-profit food service program; agree to make 
meals available to students, using federally set income criteria; offer meals that meet federally specified 
nutritional requirements; and follow the recordkeeping and claims procedures required by the USDA. 
 
If the application is for a waiver to not participate in the Authorizer’s school lunch program, 
please see the waiver section.  Waiver applicants must present a well thought-out food service 
plan designed to meet the needs of the school’s target population.  

 

Application Description 

• Describe the food services that the charter school will provide to students, including 
whether the school will provide breakfast and/or snacks in addition to lunch.  

• Indicate whether the charter school will participate in the Federal school lunch or 
school breakfast programs.  

• Further indicate whether the charter school will participate in the local school district’s 
food service programs and whether food will be prepared on or off site.   

• Propose a way in which you plan to administer the free and reduced lunch program.  

• Demonstrate well thought-out plans for food service facilities and equipment that will 
meet local and state requirements.  

 

http://www.fns.usda.gov/cnd/lunch/�
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Section C.5:  Transportation 

Background Information for Consideration: 

Refer to the following COMAR regulations: 
 
 13A.06.07  Student Transportation 
 11.17.03  Motor Vehicle Administration – Driver Licensing 
 11.19  Motor Vehicle Administration – School Vehicles 
 

For more information about the regulations, refer to the Maryland State Department of 
Education, Pupil Transportation Office web site: 
http://marylandpublicschools.org/MSDE/programs/transportation/sl_r
 

  
 

Application Description 

• State whether the school intends to provide transportation for students.  

• If so, describe the transportation plan and explain budget revenue and expenditure 
assumptions including those related to anticipated state aid pursuant to Annotated 
Code of Maryland, Education Article, §§22-05, 5-205, and 8-410.  

• If the school intends to contract with the local district or any other third party for 
transportation services, discuss the status of those plans and provide evidence of the 
third party’s readiness and terms for providing those services. 

 

  

http://marylandpublicschools.org/MSDE/programs/transportation/sl_r
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Section C.6: Insurance  

Background Information for Consideration: 

No applicant will receive final approval to open until a description of the public charter 
school’s insurance coverage plans are provided, including: 

• Health and worker’s compensation 
• General liability 
• Property (for leased facilities) 
• Directors’ and employees’ liability coverage 
• Business automobile liability 
• Catastrophic student accident insurance 
• Crime insurance 

Approval of insurance will be granted only after submission to the Board of original 
certificates of insurance signed by authorized representatives of the insurers, or, at the Board’s 
request, certified copies of the required insurance policies. The required insurance shall be in 
force throughout the term of the charter school’s operations.   

See information provided in the Section C.7. Pre-opening Procedures for insurance 
requirements in Maryland. 

Application Description 

• Indicate the types of insurance and the levels of coverage sought. All insurance 
policies required shall be endorsed to provide that the policy is not subject to 
cancellation, nonrenewal, or material reduction in coverage until sixty (60) days prior 
written notice has been given to the district Board of Education. 
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Section C.7: Pre-opening Plan 

Background Information for Consideration:         

An effective planning process for the successful opening of a school is an essential feature of 
every successful high performing organization. For schools, this process first involves 
identifying and developing consensus on the desired school’s ethos, culture and learning 
environment.  This vision can then drive the activities that must be implemented, helps to 
figure out the anticipated level of resources and management support that will be required to 
achieve what the school wants to achieve within the opening of the school and serve to  
improve the quality of experiences of the pupils, their parents, school staff  and, most 
importantly, serves to raise the standards for what the school will look and feel like to the 
school community.  The opening school plan itself also provides a framework for the Board,  
the Principal and the staff and serves to harness the collective skills and talents of all the staff 
in developing a high-performing school environment. It also helps to establish a high level of 
accountability that ensures that the organization is ready to serve students. 

 
Prior to the opening of the public charter school, the following information must be provided 
to the authorizer: 

A. Final Facilities Safety Documents 

The safety and structural soundness of the school and compliance with applicable state 
minimum building codes and fire protection codes must be met.  Submit written 
documentation of: 

• Lease/Purchase 
• Inspections required by the state; 
• Inspections required by local Fire Department;  and 
• Compliance with all other federal and state health and safety laws and 

regulations. 

B. Final Governance Documents 
 

• Updated governing board members’ names, addresses, phone numbers, 
resumes, and disclosure information; 

• Annual calendar of meetings; and 
• Bylaws and list of policies for development during first year. 

C. Final Insurance Documents, Budgets, and Financial Records 
 

• Insurance coverage plans, including certificates of insurance for Health and 
worker’s compensation, general liability, property (for leased facilities), 
directors’ and employees’ liability coverage, business automobile liability, 
catastrophic student accident insurance, and crime insurance; 

• Updated budgets with projections for five years;  
• Purchasing and payroll procedures; and 
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• Financial recordkeeping and inventory. 

D. School Policies and Procedures 
 

• Annual school calendar and school schedule; 
• Transportation; 
• Food Service; 
• Student recruitment, admissions, lottery, and enrollment; 
• Health Services; 
• Emergency Plan; 
• Student and staff records; 
• Discipline Policy and Dress Code for students: 
• Grading and Grade level structures; 

E.  Educational Design 
 

• Curriculum Frameworks 
• Programs for special populations (English language learners, students with 

disabilities) 
• Assessments 
• Intervention services 
• Instructional materials 
• Course descriptions and specialized courses 
• Student handbook 
• Student Information Management System 

F. Staffing Plan 
 

• Employee Handbook 
• Organizational Chart 
• Teacher and staff rosters 
• Office team 
• Leadership Team 
• Custodial/support Team 
• Professional Development Plan 
• Orientation and training plan for all staff 
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Evaluation Criteria 

Instructions for Application Reviewers:  
 
The evaluation rubric is designed to guide the review of charter school applications submitted 
to the Authorizer.  The evaluation rubric is aligned to each section and subsection of the 
application, and lists the criterion by which the reviewers are to evaluate each section and sub-
section.  Throughout the evaluation, reviewer (s) will be asked to rate how well the applicant’s 
responses address the evaluation criterion.  Reviewers are to rate the responses as 1 - Does not 
meet the standard, 2 – partially meets the standard,  3- approaches the standard, or 4 - Meets 
the standard.   
 
These ratings are defined as follows: 

 

Points Rating Characteristics 

4 Meets the Standard The response thoroughly addresses and 
demonstrates understanding of key areas and 
indicates capacity to open and operate a quality 
charter school. It addresses the topic with specific 
and accurate information that shows thorough 
preparation and presents a clear, realistic picture of 
how the school expects to operate. 

3 Approaches the 
Standard 

The response addresses most of the selection 
criteria, but lacks some detail and requires important 
additional information in order to meet the standard. 

2 Partially Meets the 
Standard 

The response meets some of the criteria but has 
substantial gaps in a number of areas. It requires 
significant amount of additional information.  

1 Does Not Meet the 
standard 

The response lacks meaningful detail; demonstrates 
lack of preparation; or otherwise raises substantial 
concerns about the applicant’s understanding of the 
issue in concept and/or ability to meet the 
requirement in practice. 
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Section A: EDUCATION PLAN 

Section A.1: Educational School Design 

When describing the school’s educational school design, a response that meets the standard will: 

 Include a persuasive explanation of how the proposed school design and founding group 
are likely to accomplish performance outcomes; 

 Present evidence of school design success (if drawing on existing school models) and 
evidence that the proposed approach will lead to improved student performance for the 
school’s target population;  

 Present research or other information that supports the efficacy of your school design (if 
your school design does not have a precedent) describes the research used to formulate the 
design; 

 Align with the school’s mission and responds to the needs of the school’s target 
population; 

 Present evidence of how the [school’s] goals and objectives will further the 
accomplishment of goals in the plan; and 

 Present strategies for measuring performance objectives and outcomes. 

A.1.Educational School Design:  Evaluator Comments and Questions 

Strengths of Written Proposal: 

Concerns and Questions of Written Proposal: 

Interviews 

Interview Strengths 

Interview Questions and Concerns 

Rating for this Application Component  
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 Section A.2:   Curriculum and Instruction 

If the school intends to use core curricula that have already been developed, a response that meets 
the standard will: 

 Present a clear and coherent framework for teaching and learning -- particularly in core 
academic areas -- and will demonstrate alignment with Maryland’s Core Education 
Standards and Grade Level Expectations; 

 Demonstrate understanding of relevant instructional strategies; and  

 Present a coherent framework for professional development that is likely to support 
effective implementation of the curriculum.   

If the school intends to develop core curricula following approval a response that meets the 
standards will: 

 Present a viable plan for development of the curricula for core academic areas and for 
ensuring alignment with State Educational Standards and Grade Level Expectations; 

 Describe the framework for development of the curricula for core subjects; and    

 Identify a sound research experience or theoretical base and foundational materials that 
will guide curriculum development. 

When describing the school’s instructional processes, a response that meets the standard will: 

 Present a comprehensive approach to measurable objectives for subject areas and grade 
levels; 

 Present a description of the major instructional strategies that will be used, the approach 
for differentiating instruction, the  research basis for the strategies;  and a process for 
determining how instruction will be monitored and evaluated; and 

 Describe a comprehensive approach to planning and implementing professional 
development. 

For secondary programs, a response that meets the standard will: 

 Provide a comprehensive explanation of how the courses and curriculum will prepare 
students for career-ready and college-level work. 

For virtual learning opportunities, a response that meets the standard will: 

 Clearly describe the courses and/or programs to be offered online and offline; 
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 Differentiates teachers’ roles from traditional roles; 

 Comprehensively describe the technology hardware, software, equipment, and other 
materials the school will use; 

 Present a sound plan for technical support and troubleshooting; and 

 Present a sound back-up plan for delivering instruction in case of technical or other 
problems. 

 

 

 

 

A.2. Curriculum and Instruction: Evaluator Comments and Questions 

Strengths of Written Proposal: 

Concerns and Questions of Written Proposal: 

Interviews 

Interview Strengths 

Interview Questions and Concerns 

Rating for this Application Component  
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Section A.3:   Assessment System 

When describing the school’s assessment system, a response that meets the standard will: 

 Explain how the school will evaluate progress of individual students, student cohorts over 
time, and the school as a whole toward meeting the requirements under Maryland State’s 
accountability system;  

 Describe how the school will use student assessment data to drive key decisions aimed at 
the evaluation, retention and support of the teaching staff, aligned with the State’s 
approach to incorporating status and growth data; 

 Discuss how the school will use assessment information to modify the educational 
program and improve instruction, student learning, and staff development; 

 Align with the school’s mission, objectives, and overall educational priorities, and provide 
a description of the methods by which the proposed charter school will determine its 
progress toward achieving its’ objectives; 

 Demonstrate understanding of the school’s obligation to participate in the statewide 
system of assessment and accountability; 

 Demonstrate how the educational program will enable all students to meet challenging 
State academic achievement standards;  

 Explain how the school will use assessment data to drive key decisions aimed at 
improving academic outcomes; 

 Demonstrate understanding of and commitment to compliance with assessment 
requirements applicable to all state public schools consistent with state law and relevant 
policies of the State Department of Education including the Maryland Core Educational 
Standards, as applicable;  

 Indicate whether, in addition to administering state assessments as required by State law, 
the school will use additional standardized assessment tools to determine and report 
student progress. In either case, explain why that decision was made for the targeted 
population and how the data will be used; 

 Include descriptions and/or examples of assessments that are consistent with the school’s 
mission, program, and high expectations of students, and that are based upon research.  
Provide a schedule for when benchmark and interim assessments will be administered; 

 Describe which internal/school-developed instruments will be administered in order to 
measure and report student progress. Explain why these particular assessments were 
selected for the targeted student population and how the data will be used; and 
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 Define a meaningful and practical approach for measuring student progress toward 
attaining non-academic goals. 

 

A.3.Assessment System: Evaluator Comments and Questions 

Strengths of Written Proposal: 

Concerns and Questions of Written Proposal: 

Interviews 

Interview Strengths 

Interview Questions and Concerns 

Rating for this Application Component  
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                     Section A.4:   School Specific Goals and Objectives/Comprehensive  Performance Measures 

 
When describing the school-specific goals and objectives/comprehensive performance measures, 
a response that meets the standard will: 

 Provide a complete Goals worksheet that describes the assessment system and its 
implementation, as well as short-term and long-term goals (Goals Worksheet); 

 Present performance measures that are a valid and reliable means for determining whether 
students are meeting performance standards; 

 Ensure that the school will be held to the same performance standards as other schools and 
is specific about the time frame in which students will be expected to meet the 
performance standards; and 

 Provide a thorough, clear, measurable, externally credible, and conceptually sound design 
for measuring and reporting the performance and progress of the school as a whole and the 
academic and social development of each student to all relevant stakeholders. Indicate 
which audiences will receive this information and how often.  

 

A.4. School Specific Goals and Objectives/Comprehensive Performance 
Measures:  Evaluator Comments and Questions 

Strengths of Written Proposal: 

Concerns and Questions of Written Proposal: 

Interviews 

Interview Strengths 

Interview Questions and Concerns 

Rating for this Application Component  
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Section A.5:  Family Involvement 

When describing the family involvement, a response that meets the standard will: 

 Describe how the school will assist families in understanding and supporting the school’s 
mission and vision (QS D.1.) 

 Describe how  the school will inform families about the operations and development of 
the school, including providing information to students of all races, languages, and 
abilities (QS E.5); 

 Provide an overview of how families were involved in the development of the school;  

 Identify specific strategies for building and maintaining positive family-school 
partnerships, including education and training, participation, addressing parental disputes, 
and parent satisfaction; and 

 Describe how the school plans to involve parents/guardians as partners in the education of 
their children and build and maintain family-school partnerships that focus on 
strengthening support for the school’s goals.  

 

A.5. Family Involvement: Evaluator Comments and Questions 

Strengths of Written Proposal: 

Concerns and Questions of Written Proposal: 

Interviews 

Interview Strengths 

Interview Questions and Concerns 

Rating for this Application Component  
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Section A.6:   Target Population 

When describing the target population the school plans to serve, a response that meets the 
standard will: 

 Speak to the value of the school, based on its own merit; 

 Describe the student population that the proposed charter school would serve and the needs of 
that  population; 

 Discuss briefly the reason for the selection of the community and the founder’s ability to serve 
this particular area; 

 Provide a specific rationale for how this school will enhance or expand the educational options, 
including whether the innovative methods to be used by the proposed school differ from the 
district or districts from which the charter school is expected to enroll students;  

 Describe how the educational option provided by the charter school will address the needs of 
the student population;  

 Provide a description of how the founding group has assessed parental support within the 
proposed sending district(s)/region for the proposed school; 

 Present a persuasive explanation of how the proposed mission, curriculum, teaching 
methods and services are likely to meet the needs of the target population; and 

 Describe attendance and enrollment policy. 

 

A.6. Target Population: Evaluator Comments and Questions 

Strengths of Written Proposal: 

Concerns and Questions of Written Proposal: 

Interviews 

Interview Strengths 

Interview Questions and Concerns 

Rating for this Application Component  
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Section A.7:   Special Student Populations 

When describing the school’s plan for special student populations and student services, a response 
that meets the standard will: 

 Describe your plan for a responsive general education classes and how you will provide 
students with disabilities and/or limited English proficiency access to the general 
education curriculum; 

 Describe the processes and procedures, in compliance with all state and federal laws and 
regulations that the proposed school will employ to identify, assess, and serve students 
who are English language learners and gifted and talented;  

 Include a description of support services to be offered, the settings in which these required 
services will be implemented, the qualifications of individuals who will implement these 
services, and how the program will be evaluated; 

 Include a description of how services for English language learners will be delivered 
within the school’s daily schedule, the titles, salaries, and qualifications of the individuals 
delivering the services, and some of the methods they will use; 

 Describe the processes and procedures, in compliance with all state and federal laws and 
regulations that the proposed school will employ to identify, assess, and provide 
specialized instruction to each student in need of special education.  Include a description 
of support services to be offered and how student identification and assessment will be 
conducted including the development of individualized education programs;  

 Include a description of how services for students in need of special education services 
will be delivered within the school’s daily schedule, the titles, salaries, and qualifications 
of the individuals delivering the services, and some of the methods they will use; 

 Indicate the special education staffing levels the school intends to provide by year for each 
of your school’s first five years. Include the Special Education Administrator who will 
work with your school, teachers, aides, and other staff, as well as the number of staff you 
propose to hire each year and their qualifications, salary, and the percentage of their time 
that will be devoted to special education. If you anticipate outsourcing services such as 
occupational therapy, physical therapy, or speech therapy, indicate that and if possible, 
indicate with whom you anticipate contracting for the provision of services; 

 Describe any ancillary and support services you expect to offer students and families, for 
example counseling, family outreach, and/or relationships with community organizations 
or service agencies which may benefit community members. Include your plan to hire a 
school nurse and his/her role in your school; and 

 Describe any modifications to the plan for special student populations and student services 
of the proposed school from that which is implemented in the existing school. 
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A.7. Special Student Populations: Evaluator Comments and Questions 

Strengths of Written Proposal: 

Concerns and Questions of Written Proposal: 

Interviews 

Interview Strengths 

Interview Questions and Concerns 

Rating for this Application Component  
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Section A.8:    School Climate and Discipline 

 When describing the school’s climate and discipline, a response that meets the standard will - 

 Describe an approach to student discipline that is reasonably likely to promote a safe and 
orderly learning environment;  

 Include evidence that the school will ensure a safe environment conducive to learning; 

 Describe the proposed school’s methods and strategies for maintaining supports for 
behavioral interventions, student social development, and enrichment of opportunities that 
encourage student growth and development (QS D.6); 

 Summarize, for illustrative purposes, a typical day from the perspective of a student in a 
grade level of your choice; 

 Summarize, for illustrative purposes, a typical day from the perspective of a teacher of any 
subject or grade of your choice;  

 Describe the culture of the school (norms, values, beliefs, relationships, rituals, traditions, 
myths, etc. to be shared in varying degrees by members of a school community); 

 Provide a clear plan for establishing a school culture and norms consistent with the 
school’s mission and educational program and describe how it is implemented for 
administrators, teachers, students, and parents, from the first day of the school’s operation. 

 

A.8. School Climate and Discipline: Evaluator Comments and Questions 

Strengths of Written Proposal: 

Concerns and Questions of Written Proposal: 

Interviews 

Interview Strengths 

Interview Questions and Concerns 

Rating for this Application Component  
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Section A.9:  Student Health and Safety 

When describing student health and safety, a response that meets the standard will address: 

 Crisis Preparedness:  Provides training, resources and technical assistance in preparedness 
for, immediate response to, and mitigation of the aftermath of school safety crises; 

 School Environment:  Provides training, resources, and technical assistance in the 
establishment of a school/community environment that is physically and emotionally safe, 
well disciplined, and conducive to learning; 

 Violence Prevention: Information about funds, training, resources, and technical 
assistance concerning preventing violence, helping students to make safe choices, and 
collecting data about violence in schools; and 

 Health & Safety:  Information on environmental factors that might impact students' health, 
including disaster preparedness, and safe walking routes to school.   

 

A.9. Student Health and Safety: Evaluator Comments and Questions 

Strengths of Written Proposal: 

Concerns and Questions of Written Proposal: 

Interviews 

Interview Strengths 

Interview Questions and Concerns 

Rating for this Application Component  

http://www.cde.ca.gov/ls/ss/cp/�
http://www.cde.ca.gov/ls/ss/se/�
http://www.cde.ca.gov/ls/ss/vp/�
http://www.cde.ca.gov/ls/fa/hs/index.asp�
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Section A.10:   School Calendar and Daily Schedule 

When describing the school’s calendar and daily schedule, a response that meets the standard 
will: 

 Describe the school calendar, including the number of days school will be in session, the 
daily hours of operation, and the way the school will be organized for instruction, 
independent study, intervention programs and extra or co-curricular activities, if any. 
Please be specific in describing these items and pay attention to State requirements on 
minimum number of school days and instructional hours as described in Maryland’s 
Regulations; 

 Describe any external programs that will be brought into the school and why; and 

 Describe the implementation of the educational program in terms of the daily or weekly 
organization of students and faculty (e.g., multi-grade, tracking, team-teaching, etc.). 

 

A.10. School Calendar and Daily Schedule:  

Evaluator Comments and Questions 

Strengths of Written Proposal: 

Concerns and Questions of Written Proposal: 

Interviews 

Interview Strengths 

Interview Questions and Concerns 

Rating for this Application Component  
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Section A.11:   Waivers Needed to Implement the Educational Program 

      When describing the school’s waiver requests, a response that meets the standard will- 

 Provide an analysis of the needs of the school design, mission, and the flexibilities needed to 
ensure effective implementation; and 

 Include a waiver request that follows state and school system procedures and requirements. 

 

A.11. Waivers for Educational Program:  

Evaluator Comments and Questions 

Strengths of Written Proposal: 

Concerns and Questions of Written Proposal: 

Interviews 

Interview Strengths 

Interview Questions and Concerns 

Rating for this Application Component  
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B.   ORGANIZATIONAL PLAN 

Section B.1.  School Governance 

When describing the school’s governance, a response that meets the standard will include: 

 Governing Board includes representation of parents and school community (QS E.1.); 

 The school Governing Board will meet regularly and has developed appropriate bylaws 
for conducting effective meetings (QS E.1.); 

 The Board has developed appropriate school plans and policies to ensure school and 
student success (QS E.1.); 

 Present proper documentation that the entity proposing to hold the charter is a nonprofit 
organization; and 

 Demonstrate that the Board: 

 has capacity to oversee the successful development and implementation of the 
education program presented in the application; 

 has capacity to oversee the effective and responsible management of public funds;   
 has capacity to oversee and be responsible for the school’s compliance with its legal 

obligations; 
 will represent the community well; 
 is aware of their duties and responsibilities as public servants in accordance with laws 

governing non-profits;  and 
 will generally have the capacity to found and sustain a quality school. 

 
 The contract with an educational management organization (EMO) has the following  
  information: 
 

 Description of the proposed contract, including roles and responsibilities, 
performance evaluation measures, payment structure, conditions for renewal and 
termination, and investment disclosure; 

 Draft of the proposed management contract; 
 Recent corporate annual report and audited financial statements, and Maryland 

Certificate of Good Standing; 
 Description of the firm’s roles and responsibilities for the financial management of 

the proposed charter school, including descriptions of the accounting software to be 
used, the procedures for financial reporting to the Board of Directors, and the internal 
controls that will be in place for the proposed charter school; 

 Names, addresses, and telephone numbers of other schools managed by the EMO, as 
well as descriptive information on the grades served, numbers of students, years of 
operation, and student performance data; and 
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 A summary of the company’s history, including a description of how it implements 

the program, past results of its management efforts, the company philosophy, and the 
background on corporate leaders. 

 
 
Required Exhibits 

 Articles of Incorporation 

 Maryland Certificate of Good Standing  from Maryland Department of 
 Assessments and Taxation (If new, provide application) 

 Recent audit report 

 By-laws 

 Schedule for Meetings 

 Prospective Board Member Resumes  

 If applicable, Education Management Organization Documents 

 Description of the proposed contract,  

 Draft of the proposed management contract; 

 Recent corporate annual report and audited financial statements, and 
Maryland Certificate of Good Standing; 

 Description of the firm’s roles and responsibilities for the financial 
management of the proposed charter school, including descriptions of the 
accounting software to be used, the procedures for financial reporting to the 
Board of Directors, and the internal controls that will be in place for the 
proposed charter school; 

 Names, addresses, and telephone numbers of other schools managed by the 
EMO, as well as descriptive information on the grades served, numbers of 
students, years of operation, and student performance data; and 

 A summary of the company’s history, including a description of how it 
implements the program, past results of its management efforts, the 
company philosophy, and the background on corporate leaders. 
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B.1. School Governance: Evaluator Comments and Questions 

Strengths of Written Proposal: 

Concerns and Questions of Written Proposal: 

Interviews 

Interview Strengths 

Interview Questions and Concerns 

Rating for this Application Component  
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Section B.2.  Management and Operations 

 B.2.a. Organizational Structure 

When describing the school’s organizational structure, a response that meets the standard will 
include: 

 The school’s board employs a strong governance structure to promote the vision and 
mission of the school and ensures there will be strong relationships with the chartering 
authorizer, within the school and external stakeholders (QS E.2.); 

 There is a clear plan for hiring, retaining, supporting, and evaluating the school 
administrator in collaboration with the local educational agency (QS E.2.); 

 That governing and leadership structures are closely aligned (QS E.2.); 

 Roles and responsibilities for the school’s leadership are clearly delineated and distinct 
from the board (QS E.2.); 

 Show clear delineation of the roles and responsibilities for administering the day-to-day 
activities of  the school; and 

 Demonstrate understanding of management needs and priorities. 

Required Exhibits 

 Organizational Chart that shows the staffing structure and reporting responsibilities for the 
board, administration and staff. 

 Key position descriptions including critical skills or experience every employee that they 
intend to hire based on organizational chart (description can be general for core teachers). 
Qualifications for hiring should provide assurance that background checks and child abuse 
registry will be conducted for every employee in accordance with the law. 

 Proof of application to, or letter from, the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) documenting 
nonprofit status 501(3) (c) (if applicable). 
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B.2.a. Organizational Structures: Evaluator Comments and Questions 

Strengths of Written Proposal: 

Concerns and Questions of Written Proposal: 

Interviews 

Interview Strengths 

Interview Questions and Concerns 

Rating for this Application Component  
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B.2.b.  Educational Service Providers 

     When describing the school’s Educational Service Provider/s (ESP), a response that meets the   
      standard will include: 
 
 A clear description of the services to be provided by the ESP; 

 Provide coherent delineation of the roles and responsibilities between the school’s 
governing board, management and the ESP;  

 Give a clear picture of the contractual relationship and accountability between the ESP 
and the school’s governing board that is consistent with the school’s mission and 
educational program; 

 Explain persuasively the reasons for contracting with an education service provider, in 
general, and this provider, in particular; 

 Show how the proposed relationship with the ESP will further the school’s mission and 
program; and 

 Provide ESP performance expectations that are consistent with the school’s accountability 
requirements and the means by which the board will hold the ESP accountable for meeting 
those expectations. 

Required Exhibits 

 Background information on the ESP including relevant performance data for other schools 
that the ESP has managed and a list of any other schools managed by the ESP in the State; 

 ESP financial records; 

 Maryland Certificate of Good Standing; 

 Contact information; and 

 The services agreement as executed between the school and the ESP (or template version 
if not yet executed).  
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B.2.b. Educational Service Providers: Evaluator Comments and Questions 

Strengths of Written Proposal: 

Concerns and Questions of Written Proposal: 

Interviews 

Interview Strengths 

Interview Questions and Concerns 

Rating for this Application Component  
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B.2.c. Student Records 

When describing the school’s maintenance of student records, a response that meets the standard 
will: 

 Provide a Records Management Plan that addresses: 
• Physical Storage of Student Records; 
• Clear definitions of ownership and responsibility for each type of student record; 
• Standards designed to physically protect the confidentiality of the total student 

record are in place; 
• Process for the release of student records; 
• Process for transferring and receiving of student records; and 
• Process for retaining records at the end of the school year. 

 Include references made to Maryland’s Student Record Manual. 

 

B.2.c. Student Records: Evaluator Comments and Questions 

Strengths of Written Proposal: 

Concerns and Questions of Written Proposal: 

Interviews 

Interview Strengths 

Interview Questions and Concerns 

Rating for this Application Component  
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B.2.d.  School Policies 

When describing the school’s policies, a response that meets the standard will: 

 Have effective policies that provide a sound basis upon which more detailed actions and 
plans can be layered;  

 Discuss how the policy will give members of staff an indication of what their role might 
be in implementing policy; 

 Show the connection between the school mission and design and the need for the policy; 

 Include how the policy will provide a united approach that distinguishes the school; and 

 Contain critical areas that need to be address such as:  student release and dismissal, 
grading and promotion, fire drills, etc. 

Required Exhibits 

 Decision-making matrix; 

 Communications with stakeholders (board meeting, school progress); 

 Hiring recommendations for principal and staff; 

 Dispute resolution; 

 Procurement policy; and 

 Student grading and promotion. 

B.2.d. School Policies: Evaluator Comments and Questions 

Strengths of Written Proposal: 

Concerns and Questions of Written Proposal: 

Interviews 

Interview Strengths 

Interview Questions and Concerns 

Rating for this Application Component  
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Section B.3   Staffing and Human Resources 

When describing the school’s plan for staffing and human resources, a response that meets the 
standard will: 

 Present strategies for recruiting and retaining effective teachers that are realistic and 
reasonably likely to be effective; 

 Ensure that the employed staff meets all state and federal qualifications and standards in 
collaboration with the local educational agency (QS E.13.) 

 Exhibit a sound understanding of staffing needs that are aligned with the budget and with 
the school’s anticipated enrollment; 

 Provide a staffing plan that appears viable and adequate for effective implementation of 
the proposed educational program and will ensure staff is efficiently allocated and 
organized (QS E.5); and 

 Demonstrate a plan for the evaluation, retention and support of the teaching staff that is 
aligned with the State’s approach to incorporating student status and growth data in the 
evaluation and support of teachers; and present a plan that is reasonably likely to attract 
and retain effective staff. 

B.3. Staffing and Human Resources: Evaluator Comments and Questions 

Strengths of Written Proposal: 

Concerns and Questions of Written Proposal: 

Interviews 

Interview Strengths 

Interview Questions and Concerns 

Rating for this Application Component  
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Section B.4.     Affiliations and Partnerships 

When describing the school’s affiliations and partnerships, a response that meets the standard 
will: 

 Provide evidence that anticipated partnerships are realistic and achievable. 

 Provide evidence that the proposed school is welcomed by the larger community, has 
plans to form or has formed partnerships with community organizations, businesses, 
and/or other individuals. 

B.4. Affiliations and Partnerships: Evaluator Comments and Questions 

Strengths of Written Proposal: 

Concerns and Questions of Written Proposal: 

Interviews 

Interview Strengths 

Interview Questions and Concerns 

Rating for this Application Component  
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Section B.5.   Student Recruitment and Enrollment 

When describing the school’s plan for student recruitment and enrollment, a response that meets 
the standard will: 

 Include an outreach and marketing plan that demonstrates understanding of the 
community to be served, including hard-to-reach families and those traditionally less 
informed about educational options;   

 Demonstrate understanding of the target population and has a student recruitment plan that 
will enable the school to attract its targeted population;  

 Demonstrate understanding of and capacity to meet state and federal requirements 
regarding identification and education of the likely English Language Learner (ELL) 
population;  

 Demonstrate understanding of and capacity to meet state and federal requirements 
regarding the identification and education of students with disabilities; and 

 Include the criteria that will describe your admission and enrollment process. 

Required Exhibit 

� Student application 
 

B.5. Student Recruitment and Enrollment:  
Evaluator Comments and Questions 

Strengths of Written Proposal: 

Concerns and Questions of Written Proposal: 

Interviews 

Interview Strengths 

Interview Questions and Concerns 

Rating for this Application Component  
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Section B.6. Waivers Needed to Support the Implementation of the Organizational Plan 

When describing the school’s waiver requests, a response that meets the standard will: 

 Link areas of implementation that requires flexibility and the waiver request of obtain this 
flexibility; and 

 Demonstrate a review and understanding of key documents that can create barriers for the 
successful implementation of their school design. 

B.6. Waivers for Organizational Plan: Evaluator Comments and Questions 

Strengths of Written Proposal: 

Concerns and Questions of Written Proposal: 

Interviews 

Interview Strengths 

Interview Questions and Concerns 

Rating for this Application Component  
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C. BUSINESS PLAN 

Section C.1.  Budget 

When describing the school’s estimated budget, a response that meets the standard will: 

 Present budget priorities that are consistent with and support key parts of the plan, 
including the school’s mission, educational program, staffing and facility; 

 Provide a description of effective sound budget practices so that the budget does not 
exceed the school’s resources and assets and all appropriate revenue and program costs are 
clearly reflected in the budget (QS E.3.); 

 Give balanced, evidence-based revenue and expenditure assumptions, including for any 
plan to incur and repay debt; and 

 Provide budget narrative with sufficient information to fully understand how budgetary 
figures were determined. 

Required Exhibits 

 Budget for the proposed charter term; and 

 Opening year cash flow analysis. 

 

C.1.Budget: Evaluator Comments and Questions 

Strengths of Written Proposal: 

Concerns and Questions of Written Proposal: 

Interviews 

Interview Strengths 

Interview Questions and Concerns 

Rating for this Application Component  
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C.1.a. Fundraising Plan 

When describing the school’s fundraising plan a response that meets the standard will: 

 Present viable strategies for meeting potential budget and cash flow challenges, 
particularly for the first year of operation;  

 Include a realistic assessment of projected sources of revenue and expenses that ensure the 
financial viability of the school; and  

 Demonstrate a commitment to maintaining the financial viability of the school. 

C.1.a.Fundraising Plan:  Evaluator Comments and Questions 

Strengths of Written Proposal: 

Concerns and Questions of Written Proposal: 

Interviews 

Interview Strengths 

Interview Questions and Concerns 

Rating for this Application Component  
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C.1.b.  Resource Management 

When describing the school’s resource management, a response that meets standards will: 

 Identify school goals and expectations and align these to the resources needed; 

 Demonstrate that there are clearly defined processes to ensure the equitable allocation, 
integration, and organization of the resources and that the uses of resources are maximized 
to support student achievement (QS E.5.); 

 Demonstrates that leadership will ensure that all instructional staff have access to 
resources needed (QS E.11.); 

 Demonstrate the resource management process is linked to strategic and project planning; 
and 

 Include an assessment process that will review the usage of allocated resources to make 
needed adjustments. 

C.1.b.Resource Management: Evaluator Comments and Questions 

Strengths of Written Proposal: 

Concerns and Questions of Written Proposal: 

Interviews 

Interview Strengths 

Interview Questions and Concerns 

Rating for this Application Component  
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Section C.2.    Financial Management 

When describing the school’s financial management, a response that meets the standard will: 

 Demonstrate understanding of the school’s financial management obligations; 

 Present evidence that the school is prepared to adhere to generally accepted accounting 
practices;  
 

 Describe processes to secure revenue for stable programming, including additional 
resources to augment per pupil revenue and increase revenue to address unforeseen 
shortfalls (QS E.4.); 
 

 Show evidence that the school will have or has capacity to develop adequate policies and 
processes for tracking student enrollment and attendance eligibility, eligibility for free- 
and reduced-priced lunch; special education and limited English proficient enrollment; 
and  

 Demonstrate preparation to meet its insurance, annual audit, annual financial report and 
other key financial management obligations. 

C.2.Financial Management: Evaluator Comments and Questions 

Strengths of Written Proposal: 

Concerns and Questions of Written Proposal: 

Interviews 

Interview Strengths 

Interview Questions and Concerns 

Rating for this Application Component  
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Section C.3   Facility 

When describing the school’s facility needs, a response that meets the standard will:  

 Reflect a sound understanding of facility needs; 

 Demonstrate knowledge of facilities costs including, as applicable, cost of purchasing, 
leasing, building, or renovating an educational facility that conforms to applicable health, 
safety, and occupancy requirements; 

 Present evidence to support facilities-related budget assumptions; 

 Include evidence that the proposed facility will be adequate or present a plan for securing 
a facility that is appropriate and adequate for the school’s educational program, anticipated 
location, and target population;  

 Provide a safe, clean, and effective learning and work environment for all staff and 
students (QS E.10); and  

 Demonstrate that the school’s plan for acquisition of a facility is financially viable. 

C.3.Facility:  Evaluator Comments and Questions 

Strengths of Written Proposal: 

Concerns and Questions of Written Proposal: 

Interviews 

Interview Strengths 

Interview Questions and Concerns 

Rating for this Application Component  
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Section C.4.   Food Services 

When describing the school’s food services, a response that meets the standard will: 

 Present a well thought-out food service plan designed to meet the needs of the school’s 
target population (only necessary for waiver applicants);  
 

 Demonstrate a well thought out food service facility and equipment plan that will meet 
local and state requirements; and 

 Demonstrate a clear understanding about the need to address National School Lunch 
requirements for free and reduced meals such as the collection of applications for the 
program. 

C.4. Food Services: Evaluator Comments and Questions 

Strengths of Written Proposal: 

Concerns and Questions of Written Proposal: 

Interviews 

Interview Strengths 

Interview Questions and Concerns 

Rating for this Application Component  
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Section C.5.   Transportation 

If the applicants have elected to provide transportation, a response that meets the standard will: 

 Present a thorough, realistic, and cost-effective transportation plan; and 

 Provide specific evidence of third party readiness and terms for providing transportation 
services consistent with the school’s budget assumptions. 3rd party must collect required 
information [include in application]. 

If the applicants have elected not to provide transportation, a response that meets the standard 
will: 

 Present a clear statement of the school’s intent not to provide transportation services; 

 Describe viable transportation options for students; and 

 Describe contingency plans for students requiring transportation due to a physical 
disability. 

C.5.Transportation: Evaluator Comments and Questions 

Strengths of Written Proposal: 

Concerns and Questions of Written Proposal: 

Interviews 

Interview Strengths 

Interview Questions and Concerns 

Rating for this Application Component  
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Section C.6.   Insurance 

When describing the school’s insurance plan, a response that meets the standards will:  

 Provide evidence of ability and preparation to obtain liability insurance coverage; and 

 Describe the insurance coverage the school will obtain for: 

o Health and worker’s compensation 
o General liability 
o Property (for leased facilities) 
o Directors’ and employees’ liability coverage 
o Business automobile liability 
o Catastrophic student accident insurance 
o Crime insurance 

 

C.6. Insurance: Evaluator Comments and Questions 

Strengths of Written Proposal: 

Concerns and Questions of Written Proposal: 

Interviews 

Interview Strengths 

Interview Questions and Concerns 

Rating for this Application Component  
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Overall Evaluation 

Section Rating Strengths Concerns and Questions 
A. Education Plan 

A.1.    
A.2.    
A.3.    
A.4.    
A.5.    
A.6.    
A.7.    
A.8.    
A.9.    
A.10    
A.11    

B. Organization Plan 
B.1.    
B.2.    
 B.2.a.    
 B.2.b.    
 B.2.c.    
 B.2.d.    
B.3.    
B.4.    
B.5.    
B.6.    

C. Business Plan 
C.1.    
  C.1.a.    
  C.1.b.    
C.2.    
C.3.    
C.4.    
C.5.    
C.6.    
Overall  
Rating 
and 
Comments 
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Glossary 

Accountability plan: The mechanism through which the school indicates the 
goals/objectives/outcomes the school plans to achieve and the performance levels the school will be 
held accountable for attaining. 

ADA (The Americans with Disabilities Act): The ADA gives civil rights protections to individuals 
with disabilities. It guarantees equal opportunity for individuals with disabilities in employment, public 
accommodations, transportation, State and local government services, and telecommunications. 

Annual growth targets:  The yearly performance goals that are set for assessments of all 
students. 

Annual Measurable Objectives: State established performance targets that assess the progress of 
student groups, schools, school districts, and the state annually. (Maryland State Department of 
Education) 

Articles of incorporation:  The legal document filed with a state that creates a corporation. 

Assessment: The administration of tests, and other methods of gathering and integrating 
information to determine a student’s current level of performance to illustrate whether the student 
is achieving appropriately to the instructional program being delivered. (Maryland State 
Department of Education, Response to Intervention Framework) 

Authorizer:  Entity that charter school boards enter into contract with for permission to operate 
and oversight.  

Best practice:  Evidenced-based program(s), initiative(s) or activities that reflect contemporary 
research and are associated with positive outcomes. Best practices are considered to be exemplar 
models and have resulted in positive outcomes following implementation with fidelity. (Maryland 
Response to Intervention Framework) 

Board of Directors: 

 Development: A process in which a charter school provides its board members 
            orientation and ongoing training.  
 
 Founding Board: At this early stage, the board is small and homogeneous, with the  
            primary task of overseeing the development of the charter, submitting the application and  
            creating an accountability plan (New York City Center for Charter School Excellence,  
            2006). 
 
 Governing Board: During this stage, the board is tasked with fulfilling the  
             accountability plan, sharing work with the school leader and distributing the governance  
             tasks to committees. (New York City Center for Charter School Excellence, 2006). 
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 Sustaining Board: At this point, the tasks broaden to include fundraising and attracting   

 new members with access to key funders and donors. This board may have expanded to 
include the creation of an executive committee as well as patrons or members who serve 
an advisory role. (New York City Center for Charter School Excellence, 2006). 
 
Board of Trustees:  Public agents authorized by the state and are responsible for governing  
charter schools. 
 

Business plan:  Outlines the management of financial and other procedures, pre-opening tasks, and 
details the budget.   

Bylaws:  Rules that govern the organization structure and operations pertaining to the board 
including holding meetings, the process for electing the board of directors, the selection of 
officers, and often a definition of standing board committees. The bylaws also establish the duties 
and powers of the organization's board of directors. (Colorado Charter School Governing Board 
Training Handbook Glossary of terms) 

Charter Management Organization (CMO):  Non-profit organizations that manage a network 
of charter schools to differentiate them for for-profit education management organizations.  
CMOs typically have a common identifiable mission or instructional design across its schools.  
These schools are managed by a leadership team that provides shared academic, human capital, 
back-office, operational and financial services.  Often launched from the base of a single 
successful charter school, CMOs combine the autonomy of local, school-based decisions with the 
ability to provide leveraged support and effective management across many schools.  They seek 
to create a flexible, scalable and replicable model for delivering results to their students. 

Charter school:  A secular, tuition-free public school that operate as an independent nonprofit 
organization. 

Charter School Developer: Builds and redevelops charter schools to promote education. 

Charter School Operator:  Charter Management Organization, Educational Management 
Organization, or Community-Based Organization that creates and manages public charter schools. 

COMAR:  The Code of Maryland Regulations.  COMAR is the official compilation of all 
administrative regulations issued by agencies of the state of Maryland.   

Community Based Organization (CBO):  Public or private nonprofit organization that is 
representative of a community or significant segments of a community and provides educational or 
related services to individuals in the community.  Typically a CBO is located in the same zip code or 
close to the people it serves; has firsthand knowledge of the neighborhood’s challenges and a personal 
stake in the success of their solutions; advocates open enrollment to all applicants in the neighborhood 
or community; has an approach which is flexible; has an effective grassroots program (s) that contains 
an essential element of reciprocity; has set and communicated clear guidelines; and, provides not only 
authority and structure, but fosters an environment of care and mutual support. 
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Comprehensive performance measures:  Valid and reliable measures that report the educational 
performance and progress of individual students, student cohorts, and the charter school as a whole. 

Critical Success Factors: The critical success factors are the critical activities or factors that need 
to be taken to reach the Maryland Charter School Quality Standards. The descriptions of the 
critical success factors are based on the latest literature and research on charter schools and high-
performing schools.  

Curriculum: The aggregate of formal courses of study given in a learning environment. Courses 
are arranged sequentially to increase the efficiency of learning a subject. In schools, a curriculum 
spans several grades; for example, a math curriculum. In business, it can run for days, weeks, 
months, or years. Learners enter it at various points depending on their job experience and the 
needs of the business. (Maryland State Department of Education, Response to Intervention 
Framework) 

Differentiated instruction:  A process of designing instruction that meets the varied needs of a 
group of learners. Differentiated instruction includes, but is not limited to, varying the 
instructional content, instructional strategies, groupings or materials, and student assignments 
based on student skill levels, learning preferences, and interest levels. 

Diverse Learners: Includes groups of students who differ in the areas of race, ethnicity, 
socioeconomic status, gender, language, exceptionalities, background and experience, religion, 
region, age, and/or sexual orientation. (Maryland State Department of Education). 

Educational design:  The elements in your proposed school that will be implemented to create 
programs, systems and processes to ensure that the school’s mission and vision are accomplished 
successfully.   

Education Management Organization (EMO):  For-profit or non-profit organizations that 
manage public schools.  EMOs are contracted by public school systems to manage and run 
individual schools, both traditional as well as charter schools, or clusters of schools.  EMOs that 
manage networks of charters schools are referred to as charter management organizations 
(CMOs). 

Education plan:  Defines what students will achieve; how they will achieve it; and how the school will 
evaluate performance. 

Education Service Provider:  Organizations that contract with the governing board of a school to 
provide comprehensive services. 

Ethnicity:  Hispanic or Latino - A person of Cuban, Mexican, Puerto Rican, South or Central 
American, or other Spanish culture or origin, regardless of race. The term, "Spanish origin," can 
be used in addition to "Hispanic or Latino." (Maryland State Department of Education). 

Free and Reduced Meal Services (FARMS): Students Receiving Free/Reduced-Price Meals 
(Maryland State Department of Education). 
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Gifted and Talented Student: An elementary or secondary student who is identified by 
professionally qualified individuals as having outstanding talented and performing, or showing 
their potential for performing at remarkably high levels of accomplishment when compared with 
other students of a similar age, experience, or environment (Annotated Code of Maryland §8-
201). A gifted and talented students is one who exhibits high performance capability in 
intellectual, creative, or artistic areas; possesses and unusual leadership capacity; or excels in 
special academic fields (Maryland State Department of Education. 

Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA):   FERPA is a Federal law that protects 
the privacy of student education records. The law applies to all schools that receive funds under 
an applicable program of the U.S. Department of Education. 

Founding group:  A group who established from the date that it has its first organizing meeting 
through the time that the charter is granted.  Once the charter is granted, the founding group 
adopts by-laws and elects officers, making it a true, legal governing Board of Trustees.   

Fiscal management: The planning, directing, monitoring, organizing, and controlling of the 
monetary resources of an organization.  

Governance: The major policy-making decisions or setting the overall direction of the school. 

Governing board:  The entity responsible for leading and overseeing the school. 

IDEA (Individuals with Disabilities Education Act).  

Indicators: General dimension of school quality or achievement. Maryland State Department of 
Education has identified five indicators addressing:  
 (A) Culture of continuous improvement;  
 (B)  Innovative practices;  
 (C) Student learning and achievement;  
 (D) School and community engagement; and  
 (E) Governance, leadership, and organizational structures.  

Innovation in education:  A new approach that brings an improved result. 

Limited English Proficient: An individual who does not speak English as his or her primary 
language and who has a limited ability to read, speak, write, or understand English. (Maryland 
State Department of Education, RTI Framework) 

Maryland Certificate of Good Standing:  A certificate of status from the Maryland Department 
of Assessments and Taxation when one is obtaining a license, a license renewal or a loan 
settlement. 

Maryland Core Educational Standards:  Broad, measurable statements about what students should 
know and be able to do in each content area. 

http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/planning.html�
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/directing.html�
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/monitoring.html�
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/organizing.html�
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/controlling.html�
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/monetary.html�
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/resource.html�
http://www.businessdictionary.com/definition/organization.html�
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Maryland Grade Level Expectations: Broad, measureable statements that define what students 
should know and be able to do at each grade, pre-kindergarten through grade 8 and for selected high 
school courses. 

Maryland State Assessments: Student attainment of Maryland’s standards is measured through 
State assessments (e.g., Maryland School Assessment, High School Assessment) in academic 
content subjects (e.g., English language arts, mathematics, and science). (Maryland State 
Department of Education). 

Management: The allocation and deployment of the school’s resources on a daily basis to 
achieve the school’s goals. (New York City Center for Charter School Excellence, 2006). 

Measures: General instruments or means to assess performance in an area defined by an 
indicator. Measures require the application of specific metrics or calculation methods. (National 
Consensus Panel on Charter School Academic Quality, 2008).  

Metrics: Specification of a quantification, calculation method or formula for a given measure. 
(National Consensus Panel on Charter School Academic Quality, 2008) 

Mission: The mission statement defines the main purpose of the school. The mission reflects the 
vision, values, and beliefs of the school. The mission explains how the school will reach its vision. 

Organizational Effectiveness:  Degrees to which an organization is successful in accomplishing 
their objectives or fulfilling their administrative, instructional, or service functions. 

Organizational Efficiency:  Organizational efficiency of charter schools, often referred to as 
productivity, is the extent to which educational inputs (teachers, students) produce desired student 
outcomes. Increased efficiency means achieving better student outcomes with the same level of 
inputs, or the same student outcomes with fewer inputs. (Ni, Y., (2007).  The Impact of Charter 
Schools on the Efficiency of Traditional Public Schools: Evidence from Michigan. University of 
Utah).   

Organizational plan:  Describes the organizational structure and management of the school. It 
provides a clear picture of roles and responsibilities and how the school will function. 

Performance Contract:  Serves as a basis of solid communication between the authorizer and the 
charter school and outlines the set of expectations the authorizer has for the charter school.  It also 
defines the conditions under which the charter school will be renewed and delineates areas of 
accountability. 

Performance Measures: The performance measures indicate information, tools, or evidence to 
be used to document the attainment of standards.  

Performance Management:  Methods, metrics, process, and systems needed to manage the 
performance of a charter school (Performance Management Institute, CREDO, Stanford 
University). 
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Performance Plan:  Accountability agreement between an authorizer and the charter school that 
it oversees.  Performance plans are a component of the charter school contract and serve as the 
“work plan” by which authorizers monitor school performance over the course of the charter 
term.  It contains a completed set of indicators, measures, metrics, and targets in the following 
areas of charter school accountability:  academic program performance, operational program 
performance, and, if applicable, elements drawn from a school’s specific design. 

Professional development:  A comprehensive, sustained, and intensive approach to improving 
teachers’ and principals’ effectiveness in raising student achievement (Learning Forward (formerly 
National Staff Development Council), 2010). 

Progress Reports: Student progress refers to reports on students’ academic and behavioral 
performance. The progress reports may be formal (e.g., such as a report card) or informal 
(through telephone conversations or emails). 

Race 

American Indian or Alaska Native - A person having origins in any of the original 
peoples of North and South America (including Central America), and who maintains a 
tribal affiliation or community attachment. 

Asian - A person having origins in any of the original peoples of the Far East, Southeast 
Asia, or the Indian subcontinent including, for example, Cambodia, China, India, Japan, 
Korea, Malaysia, Pakistan, the Philippine Islands, Thailand, and Vietnam.  

Black or African American - A person having origins in any of the black racial groups of 
Africa. 

Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander - A person having origins in any of the 
original peoples of Hawaii, Guam, Samoa, or other Pacific Islands. 

White - A person having origins in any of the original peoples of Europe, the Middle East, 
or North Africa. (Maryland State Department of Education). 

Hispanic or Latino- A person having origins in any countries that were once under 
Spanish rule (Puerto Rico, Cuba, Dominican Republic, Mexico, Central America, and 
most South America) where Spanish is the primary language. 

Response to Intervention (RtI): A process of providing high quality instruction and intervention 
matched to student needs that includes frequent progress monitoring to assist in decision making 
regarding the need for a change in instructional and/or behavioral programming (Maryland State 
Department of Education, RTI Framework).  

School culture: The norms, values, beliefs, relationships, rituals, traditions, myths, etc. shared in 
varying degrees by members of a school community. 
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School  infrastructure:  time, human and financial resources, and utilization of space. 

S.M.A.R.T. goals:  Goals that are Specific, Measurable, Attainable, Reflect the Mission, and 
Time-Specific.   

Special Populations – means: 
 (A) individuals with disabilities; 
 (B) individuals from economically disadvantaged families,  including foster children;  
 (C) individuals preparing for non-traditional fields; 
 (D) single parents, including single pregnant women; 
 (E) displaced homemakers; and 

(F) individuals with limited English proficiency.(Maryland State Department of 
Education). 

Standard. The standard is a quality benchmark that has been established as a model or an 
example of a high quality charter school.  

Universal Design for Learning (UDL):  A framework for applying universal design principles to 
instructional materials, curricula, and educational activities so that they are achievable and 
challenging for students with a wide range of abilities and needs. The framework focuses on: 
Multiple means of representation to give learners various ways of acquiring information and 
knowledge. Multiple means of action and expression to provide learners alternatives for 
demonstrating what they know. Multiple means of engagement to tap into learners' interests, 
challenge them appropriately, and motivate them to learn.  

Vision: The vision statement helps the school community to picture what they want the school to 
become.  

Waiver:  A legal exception for a charter school to carry out a state law or school district policy 
differently. 
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Charter School Application Appendices 

A. Introduction to Chartering Process 

B. Federal Definition of a Public Charter School  

C. Federal Definition of a High Quality Charter School 

D. Maryland Public Charter School Program Law 2003 

E. Maryland State Board of Education Policy: The Charter School Program 

F. Maryland Code of Regulations: Waivers from Regulations (COMAR §13A.01.01.02-1) 

G. MSDE Facility Planning Guidelines and Technical Bulletins 

H. Sample List of Facilities Requirements for Charter Schools 

I. Leasing 

J. Construction Plans 

K. Maryland Charter School Quality Standards 

L.     Maryland Resources 

M.    Charter School Board of Directors - Forms for Section B.1-A 

N. Other – LEA Specific 
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A.    Introduction to Chartering Process 

Maryland State Department of Education 
Chartering Phases 

Many school districts throughout the state may be receiving charter school requests and 
applications. The Office of School Innovations (OSI) within the Maryland State Department of 
Education (MSDE) has been created to carry out responsibilities under Title 9, §101-110, 
Maryland Public Charter School Program, of the Education Article of the Code of Maryland.  The 
mission of the Office is to cooperate with community organizations, parents, groups, educators, 
and other individuals who are committed to improving the quality of education in the State to 
charter successful, innovative schools. 

The responsibility of the Office is to:  (1) grant charters to organizations, groups, or individuals 
that demonstrate the capacity to operate a high quality charter school, (2) establish clear 
expectations for performance, (3) gather data necessary to ensure that expectations are met, (4) 
evaluate school progress, and (5) take appropriate action to renew or non-renew charters asking 
for an appeal based on a school’s performance in relation to expectations. 

The Office is interested in working with organizations, groups, and individuals that seek to 
develop charter schools based on research and successful practices in urban, suburban and rural 
environments.  The OSI encourages applications based on programs that:  (1) present new, 
innovative organizational and curricular opportunities for students, (2) use models of effective 
instruction based on research and a demonstrated  capability of replication, and (3) integrate both 
educational and family resource services to address the wide array of issues that face children and 
families today. 

State and federal laws provides a general framework and the minimum requirements for the 
development of a charter school application. To become an authorized charter school, applicants 
need to do much more than comply with the laws.  Applicants must provide evidence that the 
school, as envisioned, truly has the potential to create a high quality educational program with 
long-term viability.   

To this end, the OSI has developed and refined the chartering phases, from start to finish, 
supporting organizations and school districts through the process.  On the following charts, E.1 
through E.4, the roles and responsibilities of each stakeholder is defined and clarified. 
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A.1  Charter School Developers Pathway to Becoming a Charter School 
 

            Preliminary Exploration 
Communication and Networking 
• Begin building a relationship with 

the authorizer to understand 
process, expectations, and 
deadlines 

• Submit a Letter of Intent to the 
authorizer, as applicable 

• Network with other charter 
schools 

• Contact MCSN to obtain 
information on training and TA 
available for CS start up 

Development and Process 
• Identify the vision and mission  
• Begin marketing the idea 
• Explore pre-startup funding 

resources 
• Verify need and support 

Training and Education 
• Become familiar with the MCSN, 

MSDE and the potential 
authorizer 

• Access required reading list 
• Access start-up documents 
• Attend Application Training 
• Become familiar with the State 

CS Law 
• Become familiar with the Laws 

and Regulations governing public 
schools 

• Become familiar with the Model 
Application, the Maryland Charter 
School Quality Standards, and the 
Model Performance Contract 

Are resources, support, and need sufficient? 
Is the following group prepared to commit the time and energy required for start-up? 

    
 
 

Step 1: Initial Draft of the Application 
Communication and Networking 
• Contact the authorizer for 

procedures and timelines 
• Inform and educate prospective 

parents 
• Contact MCSN for application 

assistance 
• Request a “friendly read and 

feedback” from CS Experts 
• Contact real estate 

professionals/Research facility 
options 

Development and Process 
• Assign tasks and develop a work 

plan for writing the application 
• Circulate and edit the draft 

internally 
• Develop a preliminary budget 

and explore pre-startup funding 
• Refer to rubrics and checklists to 

ensure a comprehensive and 
complete application 

Training and Education 
• Attend workshops and start-up 

grant training 
• Access the calendar of 

conferences and trainings 
• Research the LEA’s review 

process 
• Research and review school 

systems requirement policies and 
bargaining unit contracts 
requirements 

• Access required reading 

Do you think you have a strong application? 
Does your “friendly reader” think the same? 

 
 
 
 

Step 2: Obtain Assistance/Feedback 
Communication and Networking 
• Commit to CS Quality Standards 

and use these to help develop your 
school design 

• Contact the MCSN and submit 
application for review and 
feedback 

• Continue contact with the 
authorizer to verify and pre-review 
requirements  

Development and Process 
• Edit and revise the application 

based on feedback 
• Submit to the experts for a 

second reading and revision 
• Submit to the experts for a final 

reading 

Training and Education 
• Attend workshops and trainings 
• Research and review program 

structure requirements 
• Seek expertise in areas of 

weakness  
• Access required reading 

Have you developed a complete and comprehensive application package? 
Have you appropriately incorporated feedback? 

 
 
 
 
 

YES 

NO 

Re-engage in 
the process 
of defining 

support and 
need for the 

school  
OR  

Abandon the 
application 

YES 

Re-engage 
in the 

process of 
editing and 
refinement  

OR 
Abandon the 
application 

NO 

YES 

Re-engage in 
the process 

of 
incorporating 
feedback to 

create a 
complete 
package  

OR  
Abandon the 
application 

NO 
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Step 3: Submit to the Authorizer 
Communication and Networking 
• Solidify and mobilize parental 

and community support 
• Initiate contact with legal 

counsel 
• Review Maryland Charter 

School Model Performance 
Contract 

Development and Process 
• Prepare for questions, 

interviews, editing and revisions 
• Prepare for and participate in 

public hearings conducted by the 
authorizer 

• Begin writing CSP federal grant 
application 

Training and Education 
• Review authorizer timelines and 

process 
• Train potential board members 

using board training modules and 
other training opportunities 

• Research standard contracts 
executed by the authorizer 

 
DENIED 

 
 APPROVED  APPROVED WITH CONDITIONS 

 
 
 

Step 4: Contract and Negotiations 
Communication and Networking 
• Retain legal counsel 

 

Development and Process 
• Solidify facility plans 
• Ensure student enrollment 
• Plan marketing campaign 
• Negotiate contract with the 

authorizer 
• Be sure to negotiate waivers 

needed 

Training and Education 
• Develop a pre-opening action 

plan 
• Plan staff and board training 

activities for first year 

Once a contract is signed with the authorizer, the charter application process is complete. 
Next Steps 

 
 

 

Enter the 
process of 

appeal to the 
State Board 
of Education 

OR 
Abandon the 
application 

Adopt 
conditional 
changes 

OR 
Negotiate 
conditions 

OR 
Abandon the 
application 

YES 
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A.2  Charter School Operators Roles and Responsibilities 
 

            OVERARCHING FEDERAL CHARTER SCHOOL LAW, POLICY AND DEFINITION  
OF QUALITY CHARTER SCHOOLS 

Communication and Networking 
• Review federal publications on high quality 

charter schools 
• Network with high quality charter schools 

(identified by USDOE) around the nation 
 

Development and Process 
• Review and internalize federal 

definition for quality charter 
schools 
 

Training and Education 
• Attend national charter school conferences 

 

 
 

    
 
 
 

MARYLAND CHARTER SCHOOL LAW/POLICY/COMAR -STATE REGULATIONS-Section 9-
101 

 
Communication and Networking 
•  Establish a relationship with the MSDE 

Office of School Innovations and the 
Maryland Charter School Network (MCSN) 

• Review state publications on high quality 
charter schools 
 

Development and Process 
• Review the Maryland State Board 

of Education Policy: The Charter 
School Program 
 

 

Training and Education 
• Attend MSDE professional development sessions on charter 

school topics such as quality standards, grant management, 
etc. 

 
 

 
 
 
 

THE MARYLAND CHARTERING SCHOOL PROCESS  
Communication and Networking 
•  Review the MSDE Annual Charter School 

Summary Report 
• Review the Maryland Charter School Model 

Performance Contract 

Development and Process 
• Review and internalize state law 

and policy on the chartering process 
• Review and internalize the 

Maryland Charter School Quality 
Standards 

 

Training and Education 
• Attend professional development sessions on charter schools 

sponsored by MSDE or MCSN 
• Attend MSDE professional development sessions on charter 

school topics 

 
 

 
 
 
 

LOCAL EDUCATION AGENCY CHARTERING PROCESS AND ADHERENCE TO THE 
PERFORMANCE CONTRACT 

Communication and Networking 
• Become familiar with LEA Board policy 

regarding charter schools 
• Establish a relationship with the LEA 

Charter School Liaison 

Development and Process 
• Review and internalize local policy 

and regulations on the chartering 
process 

• Create a performance contract with 
the LEA 

Training and Education 
• Attend LEA professional development sessions on the 

chartering process 
• Attend LEA professional development sessions on charter 

school topics 
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SUBMIT PRE-OPENING PLAN/REPORTS REQUIRED BY THE AUTHORIZER 
Communication and Networking 
• Participate in a professional learning 

community network 
• Request technical assistance on reports due 

to the State or LEA 

Development and Process 
• Use the Maryland Quality 

Standards Implementation Guides 
for Charter Schools and the 
Maryland Self-Assessment Tool for 
Charter Schools as guide to 
implement a quality program 

Training and Education 
• Attend state and local professional development on the 

chartering process 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

IMPLEMENT THE SCHOOL PROGRAM USING THE QUALITY STANDARDS AND SELF-
ASSESSMENT TOOL 

Communication and Networking 
• Review the Maryland Quality Standards 

Implementation Guides for Charter Schools 
and the Maryland Self-Assessment Tool for 
Charter Schools 

• Participate in a professional learning 
community network 

Development and Process 
• Use the Maryland Quality 

Standards Implementation Guides 
for Charter Schools and the 
Maryland Self-Assessment Tool for 
Charter Schools as guide to 
implement a quality program 

Training and Education 
• Attend state and local professional development sessions on 

topics to enhance student achievement 
 

 
 

 
 
 

SELF-STUDY AND EVALUATION  
Communication and Networking 
• Participate in a professional learning 

community network 
• Request technical assistance on reports due 

to the State on LEA 
• Inform school staff of self-study analysis 

and program improvement plan 

Development and Process 
• Participate in the self-study process  

for improvement and development 
efforts 

• Develop a program improvement 
plan to guide the mission 

Training and Education 
• Attend state and local professional development sessions on 

topics related to school improvement  to enhance student 
achievement 

• Engage school staff in self-study training 

 
 

    
 
 

APPLY FOR RENEWAL 
Communication and Networking 
• Request technical assistance on the renewal, 

dissolution and revocation process  
• Participate in a professional learning 

community network particularly with 
charter schools that have moved through 
this process 
 

Development and Process 
• Demonstrate that the school has 

met performance goals or 
demonstrate substantial progress 
towards meeting them 

• Demonstrate the ability to lead and 
implement school improvement 
efforts 

• Demonstrate compliance with the 
terms in the performance contract 

Training and Education 
• Attend state and local professional development sessions on 

topics related to the renewal, dissolution and revocation process 
• Attend state and local professional development sessions on 

topics related to school improvement  to enhance student 
achievement 
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             B.   Federal Definition of a Public Charter School 

  The Charter Schools Program (CSP) was originally authorized in October 1994, under title X, part 
C of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965, as amended (ESEA), 20 U.S.C. 8061-
8067.  The program statute was amended in October 1998 by the Charter School Expansion Act of 
1998 and in January 2002 by the No Child Left Behind Act of 2001.  The current program 
legislation (title V, part B of the ESEA; 20 U.S.C. 7221-7225g). (U.S. Department of Education, 
2004, Charter Schools Program, Title V, Part B Non-Regulatory Guidance, April, 2011). 

 To receive federal CSP funds, a charter school must meet the definition in section 5210(1) of 
the ESEA, which is as follows:  

The term “charter school” means a public school that:  
a) In accordance with a specific State statute authorizing the granting of charters to 

schools, is exempt from significant State or local rules that inhibit the flexible 
operation and management of public schools, but not from any rules relating to the 
requirements in paragraphs 1 through 12 of this definition;  

b) Is created by a developer as a public school, or is adapted by a developer from an 
existing public school, and is operated under public supervision and direction;  

c) Operates in pursuit of a specific set of educational objectives determined by the 
school’s developer and agreed to by the authorized public chartering agency;  

d) Provides a program of elementary or secondary education, or both;  
e) Is nonsectarian in its programs, admissions policies, employment practices, and all 

other operations, and is not affiliated with a sectarian school or religious institution;  
f) Does not charge tuition;  
g) Complies with the Age Discrimination Act of 1975, title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 

1964, title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972, section 504 of the 
Rehabilitation Act of 1973, title II of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990, as 
amended, and part B of the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act;  

h) Is a school to which parents choose to send their children, and that admits students on 
the basis of a lottery, if more students apply for admission than can be 
accommodated;  

i) Agrees to comply with the same Federal and State audit requirements as do other 
elementary schools and secondary schools in the State, unless such requirements are 
specifically waived for the purpose of this program;  

j) Meets all applicable Federal, State, and local health and safety requirements;  
k) Operates in accordance with State law; and  
l) Has a written performance contract with the authorized public chartering agency in 

the State that includes a description of how student performance will be measured in 
charter schools pursuant to State assessments that are required of other schools and 
pursuant to any other assessments mutually agreeable to the authorized public 
chartering agency and the charter school.  20 U.S.C. 7221i(1) 
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C. Federal Definition of a High Quality Charter School 

A high-quality charter school is a school that shows evidence of strong academic results based on 
the criteria described in the Criterion below, and has no significant issues in the areas of student 
safety, financial management, or statutory or regulatory compliance. Significant issue means 
something that did, will, or could lead to the revocation of a school's charter. 

(a) Quality of the eligible applicant (In determining the quality of the school, consider the 
following factors: 

(i) The degree of demonstrated success in significantly increasing student academic 
achievement and attainment for all students, including educationally disadvantaged 
students, served by charter schools operated or managed by the applicant.  

(ii) The degree to which the applicant has demonstrated success in closing historic 
achievement gaps  for the subgroups of students  

(iii) The degree to which the applicant has achieved results for low-income and minority 
students that are significantly above the average academic achievement results for such 
students in the State.  Include objective data that would provide relevant information in 
support of these three factors, along with comparison data for similar schools, where 
available. In particular, the USDOE is interested in the following data: 

 (1) Performance (school-wide and by subgroup) on statewide tests of all charter schools 
operated or  managed by the applicant as compared to all students in other schools in the 
State or States at the same grade level, and compared with other schools serving similar 
demographics of students;  

 (2) annual student attendance and retention rates (school-wide and by subgroup), and 
comparisons with other similar schools; 

 (3) where applicable and available, high school graduation rates, college attendance rates, 
and College persistence rates (school-wide and by subgroup) of students attending the 
school. 

(b) Contribution in assisting educationally disadvantaged students - The contribution in 
assisting educationally disadvantaged students served by the school to meet or exceed State 
academic content standards and State student academic achievement standards, and to graduate 
college- and career-ready. 
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D.       Maryland Public Charter School  Program Law 2003 

                                                                                                                                                      
TITLE 9. MARYLAND PUBLIC CHARTER SCHOOL PROGRAM  

   Sections  
9-101. Maryland Public Charter School Program.  
9-102. Public school charter, defined.  
9-103. Public chartering authority.  
9-104. Public charter school - Application.  
9-105. Public charter school - Professional staff.  
9-106. Public charter school - Obligations and waiver.  
9-107. Responsibilities of public chartering authority.  
9-108. Rights of employees of a public charter school.  
9-109. Disbursement of funds.  
9-110. Public charter school policy.  
 
§ 9-101. Maryland Public Charter School Program.  

      (a) Established.- There is a Maryland Public Charter School Program.  
 
(b) Purpose.- The general purpose of the Program is to establish an alternative means within the 
existing public school system in order to provide innovative learning opportunities and creative 
educational approaches to improve the education of students.  

[2003, ch. 358.] 

§ 9-102. Public school charter, defined. 
 
In this title, "public charter school" means a public school that:  
 
(1) Is nonsectarian in all its programs, policies, and operations;  
 
(2) Is a school to which parents choose to send their children;  
 
(3) Is open to all students on a space-available basis and admits students on a lottery basis if 
more students apply than can be accommodated;  
 
(4) Is a new public school or a conversion of an existing public school;  
 
(5) Provides a program of elementary or secondary education or both;  
 
(6) Operates in pursuit of a specific set of educational objectives;  
 
(7) Is tuition-free;  
 
(8) Is subject to federal and State laws prohibiting discrimination;  
 
(9) Is in compliance with all applicable health and safety laws;  
 
(10) Is in compliance with § 9-107 of this title;  
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(11) Operates under the supervision of the public chartering authority from which its charter is 
granted and in accordance with its charter and, except as provided in § 9-106 of this title, the 
provisions of law and regulation governing other public schools;  

     (12) Requires students to be physically present on school premises for a period of time 
substantially similar to that which other public school students spend on school premises; and  
 
(13) Is created in accordance with this title and the appropriate county board policy. 
 
[2003, ch. 358; 2004, ch. 25.] 

§ 9-102.1.  Waiver from §9-102 (3) 

 (a) Grounds. -- The State Board may grant a waiver from § 9-102(3) of this title to a public charter 
school if the public charter school: 
 
   (1) Is located on property within a federal military base in the State; and 
 
   (2) Will admit students with parents who are not assigned to the base to at least 35% of  

              its total available space. 
 
(b) Admission of students on lottery basis. -- If a public charter school is granted a waiver under 
subsection (a) of this section, subject to the requirement set forth in subsection (a)(2) of this section, 
the public charter school shall admit all students on a lottery basis. 

[2010, ch. 353.] 

§ 9-103. Public chartering authority. 

(a) Primary chartering authority.- The primary public chartering authority for the granting of a charter 
shall be a county board of education.  
 
(b) Secondary chartering authority.- The secondary public chartering authority for the granting of a 
charter shall be the State Board acting in its appeal review capacity or as the public chartering 
authority for a restructured school in accordance with § 9-104(a) of this title. 
 
[2003, ch. 358; 2004, ch. 25.] 

§ 9-104. Public charter school - Application. 

(a) In general.-  
 
(1) An application to establish a public charter school shall be submitted to the county board of the 
county in which the charter school will be located.  
 
(2) An application to establish a public charter school may be submitted to a county board by:  
 
  (i) The staff of a public school;  
 
  (ii) A parent or guardian of a student who attends a public school in the county;  
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  (iii) A nonsectarian nonprofit entity;  
 
  (iv) A nonsectarian institution of higher education in the State; or  
 
  (v) Any combination of persons specified in items (i) through (iv) of this paragraph.  
 
(3) A public chartering authority may not grant a charter under this title to: 
 
(i) A private school; 
 
(ii) A parochial school; or  
 
(iii) A home school.  
 
(4) (i) Except as provided in subparagraph (ii) of this paragraph, the county board shall review the 
application and render a decision within 120 days of receipt of the application.  
  
(iii) For a restructured school:  
 
1. The county board shall review the application and render a decision within 30 days of receipt of 
the application;  
 
2. The county board may apply to the State Board for an extension of up to 15 days from the time 
limit imposed under item 1 of this subparagraph;  
 
3. If an extension is not granted, and 30 days have elapsed, the State Board may become a 
chartering authority; and  
 
4. If an extension has been granted, and 45 days have elapsed, the State Board may become a 
chartering authority.  
 

(b)  Denial and appeal.-  
 
(1) If the county board denies an application to establish a public charter school, the applicant 
may appeal the decision to the State Board, in accordance with § 4-205(c) of this article.  
 
(2) The State Board shall render a decision within 120 days of the filing of an appeal under this 
subsection.  
 
(3) If the county board denies an application to establish a public charter school and the State 
Board reverses the decision, the State Board may direct the county board to grant a charter and 
shall mediate with the county board and the applicant to implement the charter. 
 
[2003, ch. 358.]  

§ 9-105. Public charter school - Professional staff. 
 
A member of the professional staff of a public charter school shall hold the appropriate Maryland 
certification. 
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§ 9-106. Public charter school - Obligations and waiver. 
 
(a) In general.- Subject to subsection (b) of this section, a public charter school shall comply with 
the provisions of law and regulation governing other public schools.  
 
(b) Waiver.- Subject to subsection (c) of this section, a waiver of the requirements under 
subsection (a) of this section may be sought through an appeal to the State Board. 
 

(c) Waiver - Exceptions.- A waiver may not be granted from provisions of law or regulation relating to:  
 
    (1) Audit requirements;  
 
    (2) The measurement of student academic achievement, including all assessments  

         required for other public schools and other assessments mutually agreed upon by the     
                public chartering authority and the school; or 
  

     (3) The health, safety, or civil rights of a student or an employee of the charter school. 
 
[2003, ch. 358.]  
 
§ 9-107. Responsibilities of public chartering authority. 
 
(a) Granting charters.- A public chartering authority may not grant a charter to a public charter 
school whose operation would be inconsistent with any public policy initiative, court order, or 
federal improvement plan governing special education that is applicable to the State.  

 
     (b) Authorizing process and application.- A public chartering authority shall ensure that the 

authorizing process for a public charter school and the charter application address the roles and 
responsibilities of the county board and the applicants and operators of the public charter school 
with respect to children with disabilities.  
 
(c) Operators of school.- The public chartering authority shall ensure that, prior to opening a public 
charter school, the operators of the school are informed of the human, fiscal, and organizational 
capacity needed to fulfill the school's responsibilities related to children with disabilities.  
 
(d) Technical assistance.- The State Board shall provide technical assistance to the operators of a 
public charter school to help the school meet the requirements of federal and State laws, including 
20 U.S.C. § 1400, et seq. and § 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, 29 U.S.C. § 794. 
 
[2003, ch. 358.]  
 
§ 9-108. Rights of employees of a public charter school. 
 
(a) In general.- Employees of a public charter school:  
 
    (1) Are public school employees, as defined in §§ 6-401(d) and 6-501(f) of this article;  
 
    (2) Are employees of a public school employer, as defined in §§ 6-401(e) and 6-501(g) 

              of this article, in the county in which the public charter school is located; and  
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    (3) Shall have the rights granted under Title 6, Subtitles 4 and 5 of this article.  
 
(b) Collective bargaining agreement.- If a collective bargaining agreement under Title 6, Subtitle 4 
or Subtitle 5 of this article is already in existence in the county where a public charter school is 
located, the employee organization and the public charter school may mutually agree to negotiate 
amendments to the existing agreement to address the needs of the particular public charter 
school. 
 
[2003, ch. 358; 2004, ch. 25.]  

§ 9-109. Disbursement of funds. 
 
(a) In general.- A county board shall disburse to a public charter school an amount of county, 
State, and federal money for elementary, middle, and secondary students that is commensurate 
with the amount disbursed to other public schools in the local jurisdiction.  
 
(b) Surplus.- The State Board or the county board may give surplus educational materials, 
supplies, furniture, and other equipment to a public charter school. 
 
[2003, ch. 358.] 

§ 9-110. Public charter school policy. 
 
  (a) In general.-  
 
    (1) Each county board shall develop a public charter school policy and submit it to the   

        State Board.  
 

        (2) The policy required under paragraph (1) of this subsection shall include guidelines  
        and procedures regarding:  

     (i) Evaluation of public charter schools;  
          (ii) Revocation of a charter;  

     (iii) Reporting requirements; and  
     (iv) Financial, programmatic, or compliance audits of public charter schools. 

 
     (b) Contact person.- The Department shall designate a staff person to function as a contact person 

for the Maryland Public Charter School Program. 
 
[2003, ch. 358.]  

 
§ 9-111.  Use of school site or building for public charter school 
 
 (a) In general. -- 

 
(1) If, with the approval of the State Superintendent, a county board determines that a  

      school site or building no longer is needed for school purposes and after the county   
commissioners or county council have provided the required notice under § 4-115 of this article, 
the county board shall inform the public charter schools in the county that the school site or 
building is available for occupation and use by a public charter school on the terms determined by 
the county board. 
 

      (2) Each county board shall establish a procedure to determine which public charter  
       school may occupy and use an available school site or building if more than one  
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     § 9-112. Tax exemption  

 
Any portion of a building or property occupied and used by a public charter school shall be exempt 
from property taxes under § 7-202 of the Tax - Property Article for the duration of the occupation 
and use of the building or property as a public charter school. 

 
      [2011, ch. 502.] 

 
 

 
      public charter school notifies the county board of an interest in occupying and using a          
      school site or building. 

 
(b) Prohibition of sale or transfer of school site or building. -- A public charter school that  occupies 
or uses a school site or building under subsection (a) of this section may not sell, dispose of, or 
otherwise transfer the school site or building. 

 
[2011, ch. 502.] 
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E. Maryland State Board of Education Policy                                      
                                                                                                                                                      
THE CHARTER SCHOOL PROGRAM 

BACKGROUND:  

The Maryland Public Charter School Program was adopted into law by Maryland’s General 
Assembly in 2003 through Title 9, §101-110 of the Education Article of the Code of Maryland.  
The general purpose of the program, as defined by law, is to establish an alternative means within 
the existing public school system in order to provide innovative learning opportunities and creative 
educational approaches to improve the education of students.   

INTENT: 

This policy is established to clearly define the obligations of charter schools and their authorizers.  
The State Board of Education recognizes that providing flexibility and autonomy in exchange for 
innovation, educational reform and high accountability is a key component of the Charter School 
concept.   

PURPOSE: 

Consistent with the intent of federal legislation and the Maryland Charter School Program law,  

This State Board declares that the purposes of the State’s public charter schools are to: 

• Allow, through chartering, freedom and flexibility in exchange for exceptional levels of 
results-driven accountability; 

• Improve student learning by creating high-quality public schools with high standards for 
student performance; 

• Increase high-quality educational opportunities within the public education system for all 
Maryland students and their families; 

• Provide parents, community members, and other non-profit entities with expanded 
opportunities for involvement in the design, development and management of public school 
models within the public education system. 

I. To achieve these purposes, the State Board encourages each County Board to:     

A. Adopt charter school policies and regulations acknowledging the purpose of charter 
schools and what differentiates them from other public schools. These policies will 
express a commitment to providing increased flexibilities which will enable charter 
schools to implement innovations in exchange for higher levels of accountability;   
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B. Adopt charter school policies that include guidelines related to the application process, 
the process of performance contracting, the process for how charter school operators 
will be informed of requirements pertaining to children with disabilities, and how 
commensurate funds will be disbursed to charter schools; 

C. Provide flexibility when applying the school system procedures to the charter school, 
particularly those that could impede or alter a charter school’s ability to design and 
implement innovative practices in school operations, educational program and school 
governance and address those flexibilities in the performance contracting process; 

D. Negotiate flexibilities in collective bargaining agreements that allow implementation of 
charter school innovations; 

E. Provide transparency in the application process by posting their most recent 
application, along with the description of their review process and assessment rubric on 
their website thereby making it available to charter school developers and the public;  

F. Adopt and implement a performance contract that contains the following: 

1. Roles and responsibilities of both parties (County Board and Charter School 
Operator), 
a. performance standards that the charter school must meet or exceed, 
b. an evaluation process of public charter schools that includes the use of financial, 

program and compliance audits,  

2. A renewal and revocation process, 

3. Descriptions of waivers and flexibilities provided to the charter school. 

II. To achieve the purposes set forth here, the State Board encourages charter schools to: 

A. Commit to high levels of accountability that include: 

1. increased academic growth for all students; and 

2. effective school operations. 

B. Create new professional opportunities for teachers, school administrators, and other 
school personnel that allows them to actively participate in the development of their 
schools; 

C. Encourage the use of innovative, high-quality models of effective teaching, governing, 
scheduling, or other aspects of schooling that meet a variety of student needs; 

D. Engage the school community in the development of programs and provide 
opportunities for involvement through active participation and partnerships; 
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E. Support the replication of successful public charter schools. 

                                                                                                                                                                   
III. To achieve the purposes set forth here, the State Board directs MSDE to: 

A. Provide training to County School Boards, Superintendents, Local School System 
Charter School Liaisons, and Charter School Developers, Operators, Governing Boards 
and Leaders to ensure an understanding of  how to implement the Maryland Charter 
School Law and this policy to achieve the purpose and intent of the Charter School 
Program  goals; 

B. Provide technical assistance in problem solving issues that may impede the 
implementation of this policy; and 

C. Assist MSDE staff in understanding the unique nature of charter schools in the public 
education system in Maryland and ensure that these differences are recognized and 
taken into consideration in the development and design of program procedures and 
initiatives. 

Adopted by the Maryland State Board of Education on June 22, 2010 
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F. MARYLAND CODE OF REGULATIONS (COMAR): Waivers                           

     from Regulations 13A.01.01.02-1 
 

13A.01.01.02-1 Waivers from Regulations 

A. Authority. Upon a demonstration of good cause, substantial compliance, or comparable effort 
by an educational institution or program seeking a waiver, the State Board of Education may grant 
waivers from its regulations.  

B. Term.  

(1) The term of a waiver may not exceed 3 years.  

(2) Requests to renew waivers for additional 3-year terms may be filed with the State 
Superintendent of Schools.  

C. Procedure.  

(1) The head of an educational institution or program, including an institution of higher 
education, or the local superintendent of schools on behalf of a school or school system, 
shall file a waiver request with the State Superintendent of Schools. The request shall 
include a description of the desired outcome and an explanation of why the waiver is 
necessary and justifiable under the circumstances.  

(2) The State Superintendent of Schools shall submit to the State Board of Education each 
waiver request within 45 calendar days of its receipt with a recommendation for either 
granting or denying the waiver, specifying its term, and providing written justification 
for any recommended denial.  

(3) The State Board of Education shall render a decision at its next regularly scheduled 
meeting. The decision of the State Board of Education on a waiver request is final. 
13A.08.02.12  

13A.01.01.12 Waivers  

A. Subject to the limitations in this regulation, a parent or guardian of a student or an eligible 
student may waive any of his or her rights under §438 of the Act or this chapter. A waiver may not 
be valid unless in writing and signed by the parent, guardian, or eligible student, as appropriate.  

B. A local school system or educational institution may not require that a parent or guardian of a 
student, or an eligible student, waive his or her rights under this regulation. This section does not 
preclude a local school system or educational institution from requesting a waiver.  
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C. An individual who is an applicant for admission to an institution of postsecondary education or 
employment may waive the individual's right to inspect and review confidential letters and 
confidential statements of recommendation respecting admission to an educational institution, 
application for employment, or the receipt of an honorary recognition.  

D. A waiver under §C of this regulation may apply to confidential letters and statements only if:  

(1) The applicant is, upon request, notified of the names of all individuals providing the 
letters or statements;  

(2) The letters or statements are used only for the purpose for which they were originally 
intended; and  

(3) This waiver is not required by the local school system or educational institution as a 
condition of admission, employment, or granting of an honor or receipt of any other 
service or benefit from the local school system or educational institution.  

E. A waiver under §C of this regulation shall be executed by the individual, regardless of age, 
rather than by the parent or guardian of the individual.  

F. A waiver under this regulation may be made with respect to specified classes of student 
records, and persons or institutions.  

G. Revocation of Waiver  

(1) A waiver under this regulation may be revoked with respect to any actions occurring 
after the revocation.  

(2) A revocation under this regulation shall be in writing.  

(3) If a parent or guardian of a student executes a waiver under this regulation, that waiver 
may be revoked by the student at any time after the student becomes an eligible student. 
13A.12.01.14  

13A.01.01.14 Waivers and Special Certification Provisions 

A. Waiver of Certification Requirements. Except for teacher certification tests, the State 
Superintendent of Schools has the authority to waive the specific requirements for a certificate in 
an individual case if the State Superintendent of Schools determines, after thorough investigation, 
that the applicant's preparation or experience, or both, are adequate to justify a waiver.  

B. Special Allowances. Renewal requirements for any professionally certificated employee may 
be waived without regard to Regulation .11 of this chapter if the:  
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(1) Renewal is recommended by the local superintendent of schools; and  

(2) Professionally certificated employee is:  

(a) 55 years old or older; or  

(b) Employed for at least 25 years in public school service or approved nonpublic 
school service.  

 

To access the COMAR regulations on-line, use the following link to the website of the Maryland 
Office of Secretary of State: http://www.dsd.state.md.us/comar/ 

http://www.dsd.state.md.us/comar/�
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G. MSDE Facilities Planning Guidelines and Technical Bulletins 

 
 

 
 
 
 

Lillian M. Lowery 
State Superintendent of Schools 

200 West Baltimore Street, Baltimore, MD 21201    410-747-0100    410-333-6442 TTY/TDD 
 
 

PLANNING & DESIGN Price 
ea. 

Qty. Total 

Classroom Acoustics Guidelines, 2006  $25   
Conserving and Enhancing the Natural Environment on New and Existing School 
Sites, 1999  $10 

  

Facilities Guidelines for Fine Arts Programs, 2001  $15   
Facilities Guidelines for General Classroom Design, 2005  $25   
Family and Consumer Sciences, 2001 $15   
School Health Services: A Facility Planning & Design Guide, 2002  $15   
Science Facilities Design Guidelines, 1994  $10   
Technology Education Facilities Guidelines, 1994   Download Only 
School Food & Nutrition Service Design Manual, 1995   Download Only 
Facilities Guidelines for Library Media Programs, 1998 Download Only 
Facilities Planning Guide for Successful Secondary Schools, 1991  Download Only 

 

TELECOMMUNICATIONS Price 
ea. 

Qty. Total 

Standards for Telecommunication Distribution Systems, Revised 2002  $15   
Standards for Telecommunication Distribution Systems, Revised Pgs Only-2002  $5   
 

BUILDING ECOLOGY Price 
ea. 

Qty. Total 

Building Ecology and Partition Design, 1996 $5   
Building Ecology and School Design, 1995 $5   
Equipment for Measuring Air Flow, Air Temperature, Relative Humidity,  
and Carbon Dioxide in Schools, 1996  $5   

Continued on Next Page 
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INDOOR AIR QUALITY Price 
ea. 

Qty. Total 

HVAC System Automatic Controls and Indoor Air Quality in Schools, 1996  $5   
Maintaining Acceptable IAQ During the Renovation of a School, 1995  $5   
The Maintenance of HVAC Systems and Indoor Air Quality in Schools, 1995  $5   
Interior Painting and Indoor Air Quality in Schools, 1994  $5   
Science Laboratories and Indoor Air Quality in Schools, 1994  $5   
Selecting HVAC Systems for Schools, 1994  $5   
Carpet and Indoor Air Quality in Schools, 1993  $5   
Air Cleaning Devices for HVAC Supply Systems in Schools, 1992  $5   
Controlling Environmental Tobacco Smoke in Schools, 1991  $5   
Controlling Indoor Air Quality Problems Associated with Kilns, Copiers,  
and Welding in Schools, 1991  $5   

Self-Evaluation Instrument: Awards Program for Indoor Air Quality  
Management Program, Revised 1997   Download Only 

Indoor Air Quality Management Program, 1989 (photocopies only)  Download Only 
Indoor Air Quality: Maryland Public Schools, 1987 (photocopies only)  Download Only 

Set of Eleven Indoor Air Quality Documents  $35   

                                                                                    TOTAL DUE  $ 
 
All documents are free to Maryland Public School Systems. All other orders must be prepaid. Discounts are 
available for bulk purchases. There is no shipping charge. For information call Trina Narivanchik at (410) 
767-0098. Make check payable to:   The State of Maryland Department of Education. 

Ordered by:  
 
Name: ______________________________________________________  
Organization: ________________________________________________  
Address: ___________________________________________________  
City, State, Zip: _____________________________________________  
Telephone Number: __________________________________________  
Amount Due/Enclosed: $ __________________  
 

Send order and payment to: 
School Facilities Branch, 2nd Floor 

Maryland State Department of Education 
200 W. Baltimore Street 

Baltimore, MD 21201-2595 
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H. Sample List of Facilities Requirements for Charter Schools*  

 Occupancy permit from County with required approvals including but not limited to: 

o Fire marshal/life safety code 

o Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) accessibility 

o County health department code 

o County electrical building code  

o Environmental compliance including: 

 Asbestos Hazard Emergency Response Act (AHERA) 

 Lead Contamination control Act 

 Any other County requirements 

 Any State charter school requirements not on this list 

 Updated Pressure Vessel Inspections and Certificates 

 Technology to ensure access to school system main server and software programs necessary 

for administrator, secretary, and Special Education staff, at minimum 

 Communication system so that teachers can communicate with main office from classrooms 

for emergency announcements as required in Negotiated Agreement 

 Assurance that mechanical systems provide adequate ventilation in occupied areas 

 Traffic flow plan to ensure safety of charter school students, families, and staff while 

minimizing impact on surrounding community  

 Prior to release of funds for rent payment: 

o Copy of lease agreement 

o Provisions in agreement that protect school system 

o Copy of insurance policy that provides protection for school system and charter school 

 

*Based on list developed by Frederick County Public Schools, November 2004 
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I. Leasing 

Title: Acquisition of Real Property by Lease for Use as Public School 

Authority: Education Article §§4-115(b) Annotated Code of Maryland 

Purpose: The following requirements shall be followed by local school systems to obtain the 
State Superintendent's approval of certain school real property leases. 

Applies to: Rental of private or publicly-owned real property by a school system or by a charter 
school for use as a public school building. 

Exceptions: Renewals of leases previously approved by the State Superintendent do not require 
approval. 

Procedures: 

1. Requests for approval shall be in writing from the local school system or, for charter schools, 
from the local school system chartering authority. 

2. The local school system shall inspect and approve the site for use as a public school prior to 
submission of the request for approval to the State Superintendent. 

3. The local school system or charter school shall obtain all approvals required by the fire marshal 
and other State and local agencies prior to submission of the request for approval to the State 
Superintendent. 

4. The Maryland State Department of Education may inspect the site and may require review by 
other State agencies as a part of its evaluation of the lease. 

5. The State Superintendent shall approve or disapprove all applicable leases in writing. 

6. If the State Superintendent disapproves a lease, the Superintendent shall state the reasons for 
disapproval in writing. 

7. Requests for approval shall be addressed to: 

Barbara J. Bice, R. A. 
Chief, School Facilities Branch 
Maryland State Dept. of Education 
200 West Baltimore Street 
Baltimore, Maryland 21201 
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Information to be submitted: 

1. Formal request for approval of lease including: 
a. Description of school (enrollment, grades, etc.) 
b. Justification for Lease 
c. Local Board of Education site approval (actions taken, dates) 

2. Copy of lease including: 
a. Name and addresses of parties to the lease 
b. Location of property to be leased, including map if available 
c. Description of property to be leased, including floor plans if available 
d. Description of school uses in leased property 
e. Duration of lease 
f. Cost of lease 
g. Any special conditions in lease 

For further information please contact: 

Barbara J. Bice, R. A. 
Chief, School Facilities Branch 
Maryland State Department of Education 
200 West Baltimore Street 
Baltimore, MD 21201 
Phone: 410-767-0097  
E-mail: bbice@msde.state.md.us 

 

mailto:bbice@msde.state.md.us�
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J. Construction Plans 

Title: Approval of Construction Plans 

Authority: Education Article, §2-303(f), Annotated Code of Maryland 

Purpose: The following requirements shall be followed by local school systems and charter 
schools to obtain the State Superintendent's approval of certain school construction 
projects. 

Applies to: 

1. Plans or specifications for the remodeling of or addition to a school building if the 
remodeling or addition costs more than $350,000. 

2. Plans or specifications for the construction of a new school building. 

3. Change orders that cost more than $25,000 for the remodeling, restoration, or construction 
of a school Building. 

Exceptions: 
1. Capital improvement projects approved for planning and/or funding by the Board of Public 

Works pursuant to Education Article, 5-301, Annotated Code of Maryland, are not 
reviewed under these procedures. They are reviewed and approved under the procedures of 
the Interagency Committee on School Construction, Public School Construction Program. 

2. Systemic renovation projects, such as mechanical system upgrades, reroofing, and boiler 
replacements, do not require review and approval. 

3. Construction and installation projects for portable classroom buildings do not require 
review and approval. 

4. Projects in buildings used for administrative, operations, maintenance, and storage use only 
do not require review and approval. 

Procedures: 

1. Requests for approval shall be in writing from the local school system or, for charter 
schools, from the local school system as chartering authority. 

2. The local school system or chartering authority shall review and approve the project to its 
satisfaction prior to submission of the request for approval to the State Superintendent. 

3. The local school system or charter school shall obtain all approvals required by the fire 
marshal and other State and local agencies prior to submission of the request for approval 
to the State Superintendent. 
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4. The Maryland State Department of Education may inspect the site and may require review 
by other State agencies as a part of its evaluation. 

5. The State Superintendent shall approve or disapprove the project in writing. 

6. If the State Superintendent disapproves a project, the Superintendent shall state the reasons 
for disapproval in writing. 

7. Requests for approval shall be addressed to:      

Barbara J. Bice, R. A. 
Chief, School Facilities Branch 
Maryland State Dept. of Education 
200 West Baltimore Street 
Baltimore, Maryland 21201 

Information to be submitted (State action): 

1. Notification of intent to proceed with a project (information) 

2. Educational specifications or architectural program statement (review and comment) 

3. Schematic design documents (approve) 

4. Design development documents (approve) 

5. Construction bid documents (approve) 

6. Construction contract award - bid tabulations, alternates, record of local board action 
(approve) 

7. Change orders over $25,000 (approve) 

8. Certification of completion (information) 

For further information please contact:         

Barbara J. Bice, R. A. 
Chief, School Facilities Branch 
Maryland State Department of Education 
200 West Baltimore Street 
Baltimore, MD 21201 
Phone: 410-767-0097 E-mail: bbice@msde.state.md.us 
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K. Maryland Charter School Quality Standards 
 
Indicator A:  Culture of Continuous Improvement (Process) 

 
STANDARD:  Quality Public Charter Schools sustain a culture and infrastructure of 
continuous improvements that serves to maintain the long term success of the school.  

 
Performance Measures: 
 
1. Board of Director’s policies and procedures for accountability  
2. Evidence of the use of data analysis to guide improvements  
3. Evidence of action plans/strategic plan/improvement plan/professional development plan 
4. School schedules 
5. Description of leadership roles and responsibilities 
6. Evidence of school organization supporting improvement efforts 
7. Evidence of an implemented performance management process (systematic methods to address 

results)  
 

Critical Success Factors:  
 
1. Strategic planning is used to guide and focus improvement efforts as needed, but minimally on 

an annual basis. 

2. Data analysis helps to design and guide improvement efforts: 
• Data analysis is conducted at distinct levels:  school level, classroom level, student 

level; 
•  Data analysis is conducted in three distinct data areas:  demographic area, outcome 

area and process area; and 
• Process data analysis includes: the study of classroom practices, curriculum alignment 

and teacher development needs. 
 

3. School schedules allocate time for grade level teachers to meet weekly to plan and to develop 
strategies for improving student achievement. 

4. Professional development is guided by strategic planning and data analysis. 

5. Distributed leadership is valued and encouraged. 

6. Staff and parents are invested in the school mission and vision, and in supporting the process of 
continuous improvements. 

7. The school's administration effectively implements instructional leadership strategies. 
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Indicator B:  Innovative Practices (Process, Input) 
 
STANDARD:  Quality Public Charter Schools launch and sustain effective educational 
innovations and the promising practices of school reform. 

Performance Measures: 
 
1. Number of identified researched based innovations and levels of implementation.  

2. Balanced Scorecard (a performance management approach that focuses on various overall 
performance indicators).  

3. Charter School Data Dashboards  

4. Strategic plan 

5. Documentation of continuous development for board, teachers, and instructional leaders 

Critical Success Factors: 

1. Vision and mission of the school is clearly defined and is supported by the school's strategic 
plan, culture and infrastructure. 

2. Infrastructure of school is based upon best researched practices e.g.: curriculum, assessment, 
and instructional strategies, resource utilization (i.e. staffing, space, community, parents, 
materials, technology, equipment, furniture etc.), programs, governance models, school 
schedules, classroom and school organization etc. 

3. Infrastructure supports continuous teacher leadership, instructional leadership and board 
development. 

4. School stakeholders show commitment to implementing practices for producing best results.  
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Indicator C:  Student Learning and Achievement (Outcome) 
 
STANDARD:  Quality Public Charter Schools are dedicated to increasing student learning and 
achievement and use this value as the foundation of all school efforts.  
 
Performance Measures:    
 
1. Proficiency levels on state assessments by grade and subject (Proficiency Rates) 

2. Student performance on benchmark assessments by grade and subject 

3. Student performance on school and/or teacher-made assessments (e.g., different types of 
assessments) 

4. Student progress over time – annual growth  (Improvement of individual students during the 
year on particular assessments [Gain scores]) 

5. Student progress over time – cumulative growth (Improvement of individual students across 
years on particular assessments) 

6. Student self-assessments, reflections, surveys, and feedback 

7. Student participation (e.g., attendance, continuance enrollment, truancy rates) 

8. Rated levels of implementation of research-based innovations.  

9. Teacher planning documentation 

10. Parent involvement activities/communication, progress reports 

11. Description of student interventions and acceleration opportunities  

12. Student Post-Secondary Readiness / Success (high school graduation, postsecondary education, 
training, workforce participation or military service) 

13. Charter school’s accountability system with additional performance measures 
 

Critical Success Factors: 
 
1. All students achieve a high level of proficiency on state assessment measures annually. 

2. Achievement goals are defined and targets set by all school staff and students to accomplish 
annual achievement increases. 

3. Teachers meet regularly to discuss learning standards, plan how they will help students to meet 
or exceed the standards and examine student work against the standards and use this 
information to adjust their instruction. 
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4. Progress Report updates are provided to parents regularly. 

5. Students that are not meeting grade level standards receive multiple opportunities for academic 
intervention and acceleration (in classroom, out of classroom, beyond regular school hours, 
etc.). 

6. Staff holds high expectations for all students. 

7. Teachers differentiate their instructional practices to meet the learning needs of all diverse 
students in their classes. 

8. School policies, procedures, programs and resources are aligned to support student learning. 

9.  Secondary courses and curricula prepare students for career-ready and college-level work. 

10. High school students are: 

• Made aware of what constitutes a college-ready curriculum by 9th grade; 
• Assisted in overcoming deficiencies to ensure they are prepared for college; 
• Assisted in completing critical steps for college entry; and 
• Made aware of post-secondary options including career awareness and timeliness. 
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Indicator D:  School & Community Engagement (Input, Output) 
 
STANDARD:  Quality Public Charter Schools maintain shared understandings and 
commitment to provide positive learning environments and experiences through the engagement 
of all students, parents, staff and community. 

Performance Measures:     
 
1. Parent involvement policies and procedures 

2. Evidence of parent engagement (active participation in school matters, satisfaction levels, 
complaints, etc.) 

3. Evidence of community engagement (number of partnerships, participation in school 
development, knowledge regarding school goals) 

4. Evidence of student engagement (surveys, attendance, retention, discipline records, behavioral 
interventions) 

5. Descriptions of extracurricular activities and after-school programs for students 

 
Critical Success Factors:  
 
1. Parents understand and support the school's mission and vision.  

 
2. Parents understand how to best support learning at home. 

3. Community resources are identified and utilized to support school development and student 
learning. 

4. The school's strategic plan includes strategies to continuously improve the school's learning 
environment and student experiences. 

5. The school has developed tools to ensure that parents and the community are kept informed 
about school developments. 

6. The school maintains a variety of supports for behavioral interventions, social development, 
and enrichment of opportunities that encourage student growth and development. 
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Indicator E:  Governance, Leadership, and Organizational Structures (Process, Input) 
 
STANDARD:  Quality Public Charter Schools implement structures and processes that 
support effective organizational and learning environments. 
 
Performance Measures: 
 
Board Governance 

1. Evidence of recruitment and sustainability of a diversely skilled governing board 
2. Board of Directors membership, meeting schedules, agendas, meeting notes 
3. Bylaws and policies and procedures with evidence of the adherence to and 

implementation of state and federal laws and regulations 
4. Evidence of active engagement of the governance board in financial, instructional, 

organizational planning and accountability 
5. Job descriptions, roles and responsibilities of board of directors and school leadership 

 
Fiscal Management 

6. Budgeting policies, procedures, and practices 
7. Financial audits 

 
Management 

8. Allocation and organization of resources 
9. School accountability/improvement plan 
10. Evidence of effective communication systems 
11. Professional development records for leadership team and board 
12. Evidence of effective management structures and practices, including internal business 

and financial controls 
13. Evidence of safe, clean, effective environment 
14. Student enrollment rates 
15. Staff qualifications 
16. School’s promotion and exit standards 
 

Critical Success Factors: 
 
Board Governance 
 

1. The school's governing board includes representation of parents and school community.  
The school governing board meets regularly and has developed appropriate bylaws for 
conducting effective meetings.  The board has developed appropriate school plans and 
policies to ensure school and student success. 

2. The school’s board employs a strong governance structure to promote the vision and 
mission of the school and ensures the following: 

• adequate resources for programming are provided and that resources are tightly 
aligned to support school goals; 
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• strong relationships with the chartering authorizer, within the school, and external 
stakeholders are developed and secured; 

• a clear plan exists for hiring, retaining, supporting and evaluating the school 
administrator is developed and implemented in collaboration with the local 
educational agency; 

• adopted policies and practices are in alignment with state laws, state rules, and 
district policies (unless waived) to promote consistency to the implementation of  
the school’s vision and mission; 

• guidance is provided in program assessment and renewal processes;  
• governing and leadership structures are closely aligned to the approve school’s 

charter; 
• bylaws have been developed and implemented to ensure effective board functions 

and meetings; 
• roles and responsibilities of the school’s leadership are clearly delineated and 

distinct from the board; and 
• accountability by reviewing and monitoring results, and ensuring that 

infrastructures effectively support improvement goals. 
 
Fiscal Management 
 

3. Effective use of sound budgeting practices is implemented: 
• the budget does not exceed school resources and assets; and 
• all appropriate revenue and program costs clearly reflected in the budget.  
 

4. Revenue is secured to ensure stable programming: 
• adjustments are made to reduce operating costs to cover any deficit as; and 
• additional resources are secured to augment per pupil revenue and increase revenue 

to address unforeseen shortfalls. 
 
Management 
 

5. Clearly defined processes to ensure the equitable allocation, integration, and 
organization of resources in the school are implemented: 
• the use of resources is maximized to support achievement; 
• school staff is efficiently allocated and organized;  
• master schedule provides all students equal access to curriculum; and   
• individual student needs are met and students not meeting learning standards are 

identified and provided additional learning opportunities. 
  

6. A collaborative process is used to develop the school’s vision, mission, and goals and 
guides decision-making.  The School Accountability Committee provides input into the 
school improvement plan. 
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7. Effective and transparent communication systems are implemented that are top-down 
as well as bottom-up for the board, school leadership, school staff, parents, students, 
and related external agencies. 

 
8. Quality and needs-based professional development that supports their own development 

is planned and implemented for the governing board and leadership team. 
 

9. Organizational effectiveness and efficiency is maintained as follows: 
• internal business and financial controls are developed and implemented to ensure 

operational integrity; and 
• a systemic plan of checks and balances is developed and implemented for all 

accountability areas including:  fiscal, operational and academic responsibility. 
 

10. A safe, clean and effective learning and work environment is provided for all staff and 
students. 

 
11. Leadership ensures that all instructional staff has access to resources needed. 

 
12. Student enrollment rates align with the school’s charter. 

 
13. In collaboration with the local educational agency, the employed staff meets all state 

and federal qualifications and standards. 
 

14. Internal measures linked with the school’s promotion and exit standards have been 
developed and implemented. 
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L.   Charter School Resources 

 

• Maryland State Department of Education: 
www.marylandpublicschools.org/MSDE/programs/charter_schools/  
 

• Maryland Charter School Network: www.mdcharternetwork.org   
 

 
• Maryland Association of Nonprofit Organizations: www.marylandnonprofits.org       

 
 

• National Alliance for Public Charter Schools: www.publiccharters.org  
 

 
• Charter School Resource Center: www.charterresource.org  

 
• Charter School Program Federal Grants:    www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/oii/csp/about-cs-

competitions.html 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.marylandpublicschools.org/MSDE/programs/charter_schools/�
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M.  Charter School Board of Directors - Forms for Section B.1-A 

Proposed Charter School Board of Directors(1)  

 
Name Title Disclosure  

Yes or No 

Address Phone 
     Name Title Yes or No 

Address Phone 

 Name Title Yes or No 

Address Phone 

 Name Title Yes or No 

Address Phone 

 Name Title Yes or No 

Address Phone 

 Name Title Yes or No 

Address Phone 

 Name Title Yes or No 

Address Phone 

 Name Title Yes or No 

Address Phone 

 Name Title Yes or No 

Address Phone 

 Name Title Yes or No 

Address Phone 

 Name Title Yes or No 

Address Phone 

 Name Title Yes or No 

Address Phone 

 Name Title Yes or No 

Address Phone 

 
(1) If more than 12 members include a second sheet; if more than 24 members include a third sheet, etc. 

(2) Important – Each person listed as a proposed member of the Board of Directors of the Charter Operator must 
complete a Disclosure Form (Exhibit C-4).  The completed forms must be included in Section B-1 of your application. 
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B.1. A.  CONFLICT OF INTEREST STATEMENT 
PUBLIC CHARTER SCHOOL 

STATE OF MARYLAND 
 

DISCLOSURE OF AFFILIATIONS 
 
The State of Maryland requires the highest ethical standards of its grantees in using public 
funds. Therefore, measures are taken to assure that decisions made in respect to the 
utilization and distribution of the funds are not influenced by self-interest. 
In order to assure this, all governing board members of a public charter school seeking funds 
must hereby disclose any affiliations or associations with any organizations or businesses that 
might be or be perceived to present a conflict of interest in ethical decision-making. 
 
A conflict of interest exist when a board member is in a position to influence decisions about 
whether or how to proceed with a transaction involving an organization or business associated 
with the board member in the capacity of owner, vendor, service provider, or other like 
relationship or for which the board member or a board member’s family serves in the capacity 
of employee, consultant, advisor or any other such affiliation. 
 
As a Governing Board Member for the ____________________________Public  
 
Charter School, I _______________________disclose on this day of  
 
____________________my involvement with the following organizations or businesses: 
 

 
Organization / Business 

Description of 
Involvement 

Comment 

   
 

 
 

  

 
 

  

 
I agree that I will not engage in discussions or decisions of the Board of the  
 
___________________Public Charter School relative to these organizations or  
 
businesses. 

 
Signature:_____________________________________ 
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N.  Other:  LEA Specific 

      (LEA  inserts additional information pertinent to their local school system) 
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